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ABSTRACT 
 
Environmental changes turn on the Sinorhizobium melitloti ExoR-ExoS/ChvI (RSI) 




Shari N. Walcott 
 
Advisor: Hai-Ping-Cheng, Ph. D. 
The free-living Gram-negative soil bacterium, Sinorhizobium meliloti, must switch into 
its host-invading form in order to infect the root hairs of the host plant, alfalfa (Medicago 
sativa), and establish a nitrogen-fixing symbiosis.  The activation of the switch is believed to 
occur inside the infection chamber that is formed by curling of the root hairs.  It is not fully 
understood what signals in the environment of the root hairs trigger and infection chamber S. 
meliloti to switch into a host-invading form since these signals were not extensively examined 
until now.  This switch can be observed directly, due to the inverse relationship between flagella 
and succinoglycan production seen in S. meliloti.  The free-living S. meliloti synthesize flagella 
but not succinoglycan, while the host-invading cells produce succinoglycan but not flagella.  
The ExoR-ExoS/ChvI (RSI) Invasion Switch, is controlled mainly through the amount of the 
periplasmic ExoR protein.  The ExoR protein functions as the repressor of the ExoS in the 
ExoS/ChvI two-component system, so that the reduction of ExoR leads to the activation of 
succinoglycan production, suppression of flagella production, and expression of hundreds of 
genes regulated by the ExoS/ChvI system.  The RSI Invasion Switch also has an auto-regulatory 
mechanism to ensure that switch is seemingly turned on in the presence of high and persistent 
	   v 
host signals.  The presence of auto-regulation of the exoR gene expression by its own protein 
and the original search being focused on the ExoS, instead of recently, discovered ExoR has 
contributed to the delay in identifying signals sensed by the RSI Invasion Switch.  In this study, 
a new screening system was devised to search for potential host signals that influence the RSI 
Invasion Switch.  A loss of function exoR mutant carrying the plasmid with the exoR gene 
expressed from a weak promoter was exposed to potential signals, including chemicals and 
differing growth conditions.  In the absence of host signals, the ExoR expressed from a weak 
promoter is sufficient to suppress the succinoglycan and flagella phenotypes of the exoR mutant.  
The presence of true host signals would lead to a reduction of ExoR that could no longer 
suppress the loss of function exoR mutation, reverting to the mutant phenotype.  Altogether, this 
allowed us to identify a set of conditions that affected the state of the RSI Invasion Switch by 
turning it on or off.  These conditions were further examined for their abilities to inversely 
change the expression of both flagellum and succinoglycan biosynthesis genes, along with their 
abilities to change the levels of periplasmic ExoR.  With the discovery of close homologs of the 
RSI Invasion Switch in 47 other plant and animal pathogens, our findings of potential host-
invasion signals could greatly enhance the effort to control these pathogens, in addition to 
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Chapter 1 Introduction-The role of ExoR-ExoS/ChvI (RSI) 
in the Invasion Switch in S. meliloti-host infection 
 
1.1. The S. meliloti nitrogen-fixing symbiosis 
The Gram-negative soil bacterium, Sinorhizobium meliloti, establishes a nitrogen-fixing 
symbiosis with leguminous host, alfalfa (Medicago sativa), by eliciting and colonizing the root 
nodules of its host.  The study of symbiosis over the last 15 years has revealed the complexity 
of this developmental process, which requires a series of signal exchanges and interactions 
between S. meliloti and its host (24, 26, 48, 49, 60, 88, 107, 109, 125, 168).  At the beginning of 
symbiosis, the host secretes flavonoids (2- phenyl-1, 4-benzopyrene derivatives) in response to 
the depletion of fixed nitrogen in the soil (65, 104, 136).  After sensing the flavonoids, the 
bacterium moves toward, and binds to the root hairs of the alfalfa (58, 135).  The plant induced-
flavonoids are one of the earliest known signals that are sensed by S. meliloti in symbiosis.  
Among the many flavonoids that exist, the structures of apigenin and luteolin are known.  
The presence of host flavonoids induces the production of the bacterial lipochito-
oligosaccharide, Nodulation (Nod) factors, which are synthesized by the nodulation (nod) genes 
(28, 50, 86, 104, 145, 151).  The Nod factors trigger the formation of 360° curled root hairs, 
which trap the host-invading bacteria in the middle of the infection chamber, and stimulate 
cortical cell division of the meristematic cells, resulting in the formation of the nodule 
primordium (49, 58, 107, 108, 169).  The trapped S. meliloti elicit the formation of tube-like 
infection threads (IF), inside the root hairs (60, 61, 95, 163, 167).  As the bacterial cells 
multiply, the dividing cells force the infection thread to penetrate several layers of the root 
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cortex, ultimately delivering the bacterial cells to the nitrogen-fixing zone (NFZ) of the nodule  
(24, 25, 27, 88, 128, 136, 163, 170).  
The success of nitrogen fixation depends upon the morphological, physiological, and 
biochemical changes of the symbiotic S. meliloti into specialized nitrogen-fixing bacteroids in 
the NFZ of the nodule (24, 82).  The nitrogen-fixing nodule appears pink due to the presence of 
the iron-(Fe)-containing protein leghemoglobin, which is produced jointly by S. meliloti and 
alfalfa (183).  This protein binds oxygen (O2) to reduce its levels within the nodules.  The 
anoxic environment protects the activities of the bacterial nitrogenase, which catalyzes the 
conversion of nitrogen gas (N2) to ammonia (NH3).  
 
1.2. Free-living S. meliloti synthesize flagella  
Each free-living S. meliloti strain can be identified by their distinct flagellar phenotype 
(21, 177),  and the flagella production is needed for the bacterium’s survival and its navigation 
through the diverse environments of the soil (176).  The flagella rotate in the same direction at 
different speeds allowing the bacterium to alter its direction (73).  More importantly, this 
motility is needed for chemotaxis of S. meliloti towards the exudates secreted from alfalfa roots 
and for root hair attachment at the start of symbiosis (30, 31).  The genes involved in the 
flagella production and chemotaxis are located in a region of the chromosome named the 
“flagella regulon”, which encompasses the chemotaxis (che), the flagella assembly (fla), and the 
motility and motor function (motA and motB) genes (64, 140, 154, 158).  Within this region, the 
gene products of visN and visR serve as the master controllers of the “flagella regulon” (159).   
A mutation induced in these genes responsible for movement results in reduced nodulation (31). 
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Once inside the infection thread and root nodule, S. meliloti do not require flagella and are 
down-regulate their syntheses (161).  
 
1.3. Succinoglycan production during S. meliloti symbiosis 
Both genetic and biochemical analyses have been used to discover the details of the 
signal exchange mechanisms between S. meliloti and its host.  The results of extensive research 
has indicated that the presence of one of the three acidic-exopolysaccharides, exopolysaccharide 
I (EPS I or succinogylcan), exopolysaccharide II (EPS II or galactoglucan), and K-antigen 
polysaccharide (KPS), must be present to promote successful infection thread formation and 
induce nitrogen-fixing nodules (39, 40, 66, 69, 70, 102, 103, 134, 150).   Several models have 
been proposed to suggest that all three polysaccharides feed into one common pathway during 
nodule invasion by the soil bacterium (133) .  
Of the three acidic-extracellular polysaccharides, the biosynthesis and regulation of 
succinoglycan by S. meliloti has been well characterized (68, 133, 148).  The succinoglycan 
polymer contains multiple monomeric subunits, with each subunit containing one galactose and 
seven glucose molecules, with acetyl, succinyl, and pyruvyl modifications (96, 100, 144, 148).   
The presence of succinoglycan can be examined using fluorescent excitation under long-
wavelength ultraviolet light (366 nm UV) when it is bound to a calcofluor dye (CF) (101).   
The regulation of succinoglycan production at the molecular level is very complex.  
Several genes have been implicated in regulating succinoglycan production, including exoR, 
exoS, exoX, exoD, exsB, mucR, syrM, symR, and the emmABC (8, 9, 17, 18, 22, 92-94, 99, 122, 
124, 125, 141, 191).   Of all the regulatory mechanisms, ExoR and ExoS proteins regulating 
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succinoglycan production through controlled expression of exo genes in the wild type S. meliloti 
Rm1021 has been studied in our laboratory for over a decade. 
The biosynthesis of succinoglycan has been studied and clearly defined through 
mutagenesis (192).   Succinoglycan is synthesized by a cluster of 22 exo genes and several exs 
genes, many of which are clustered in a 27-kb region on the larger of two S. meliloti 
megaplasmids, pRmeSU47b (pSymB) (12, 67, 68, 123, 146, 148).  Altogether, the exo/exs 
genes are responsible for the synthesis, polymerization, decoration, exportation, and degradation 
of succinoglycan.  The characterization of several exo mutants has provided an understanding of 
the each gene in the exo gene cluster.  Mutations in an exo gene elicit defects in symbiosis; 
mutations in  exoY, exoZ, and exoH result in aborted infection thread and empty nodules on 
alfalfa roots (68).   
The exoY gene function was determined after the discovery that exoY210 transposon 
mutant, exoY210::Tn5, suppressed succinoglycan production, impaired infection thread 
formation, and blocked the bacterial invasion of root nodule (Figure 1-6) (190).  The exoY gene 
product, in part,  carries out the first step of succinoglycan synthesis, and encodes a glycosyl 
transferase, which adds the first sugar, galactose, to a lipid isoprenyl carrier in the inner 
membrane (14, 68, 141, 146).  The exoY gene is one of the primary targets of regulation by the 
ExoR and ExoS proteins (124).  In addition to that of the exoY gene product, the exoF gene 
product is also required for adding the first galactose to the lipid carrier (99, 124, 146).  
The gene products of exoA, exoB, exoL, exoM, exoU, and exoW extend the backbone and 
side chain of succinoglycan.  Their proteins encode glucose transferases, which are involved in 
adding the subsequent glucose residues (5, 15, 16, 148).  A mutation in any one of these six exo 
genes will completely abolish succinoglycan production.  Gene products of exoC, exoN and 
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exoB are essential for the synthesis of UDP-glucose and UDP-galactose and supply 
monosaccharides to many pathways, including succinoglycan (29, 166).  The gene products of 
exoZ, exoH and exoV mediate the addition of the acetyl, succinyl, and pyruvyl substituents to 
the final succinoglycan polymer in S. meliloti, respectively.  The acetyl group is not necessary 
for symbiosis, and its role is not clear.  However, without the succinyl group, symbiosis will not 
occur (68, 147).  The completed succinoglycan polymer is later exported to the periplasmic side 
of the inner membrane by gene products of exoP, exoQ, and exoT (19, 67).  Both high- and low- 
molecular weight form of succinoglycan can be synthesized from the gene products of exoK and 
exsH (184, 186).  The two endo-1,3-1,4-β-glyconases, ExoK and ExsH, depolymerize the 
molecule to make monomers, dimers, and trimers (14, 68, 185, 187).  The low-molecular weight 
succinoglycan appears to be more efficient symbiotically active form and consists of monomer, 
dimers, and trimers of the repeating subunit (11, 70, 71, 117).  
The other megaplasmid pRmeSU47a (pSymA) is not involved in succinoglycan 
production, but houses many other genes involved in symbiosis, including nodulation (nod) 
genes and the nitrogen-fixing (nif/fix) genes (28, 50, 86, 104, 145, 151).   The nod genes 
synthesize the nodulation (Nod) signals, which is essential to the nodulation process (6, 7, 35, 
130).  Both nif and fix genes are important for S. meliloti to fix nitrogen in the root nodules (2, 
3, 77, 84, 89, 90, 138, 152).  The nif genes encode a nitrogenase, which is responsible for the 
reduction of molecular nitrogen (N2), while the fix genes are required for successful formation 
of functional root nodules.  The fix genes generate a high-energy system that supports the 
nitrogen fixation of the strict aerobic S. meliloti in the low N2 and O2 environment of the 
nodules. 
The symbiotically active S. meliloti can produce another exopolysaccharide, 
galactoglucan (EPS II), along with succinoglycan.  The regulation of EPS II is coupled with the 
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ExpR/Sin quorum sensing system, through the VisN/R and Rem systems (83). The EPS II is a 
linear polymer of glucose and galactose-disaccharide repeating units containing both acetyl- and 
pyruvyl- modifications (66, 72, 81, 105, 133).  The biosynthesis and export of EPS II is 
controlled by the exp genes, located on the megaplasmid pSymB (20, 66). The polymer is only 
produced by certain S. meliloti strains, such as wild type Rm2011 (134).  However, the wild 
type S. meliloti Rm1021, used in our study of succinoglycan, does not synthesis EPS II at 
detectable levels due to an interruption in the exp gene region (134).  EPS II can partially 
suppress the symbiotic defects of succinoglycan mutants (32, 39, 69, 70, 133, 173).  When the 
alfalfa is inoculated with S. meliloti producing EPS II alone, the plants have stunted growth and 
symbiotically efficient pink nodules.  EPS II it is not as efficient during symbiosis as 
succinoglycan. 
The capsular K-antigen also plays a role during the early stages of symbiosis and has a 
lower symbiotic efficiency than succinoglycan and EPS II (33, 51, 91, 133).  The importance of 
the K-antigen was discovered after the isolation of AK631, which elicited nitrogen-fixing 
nodules, but produced neither succinoglycan nor EPS II (149).  The K-antigen is a capsular 
polysaccharide composed of repeating units of one hexose and a 3-deoxy-D-manno-oct-2-
ulopyransonic acid (Kdo), and is structurally analogous to one subgroup of K-antigen in 
Escherichia coli (149).  The K-antigen produced by some S. meliloti strains has symbiotic 
importance and can be used by certain S. meliloti strains to invade its host (59).  S. meliloti 
Rm1021 only synthesizes a low-molecular weight, inactive form of the K-antigen (13). 
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1.4. Succinoglycan production is required for root hair invasion 
inside of the infection chamber 
The presence of succinoglycan in S. meliloti is a distinct feature of the host-invading 
bacterium (39, 117).   Succinoglycan production is highly regulated and is required to establish 
symbiosis (97).  Succinoglycan is up-regulated by the invading bacterium in the infection 
chamber prior to infection thread formation.  The exact role of succinoglycan in the nodule 
invasion, infection thread formation, and infection thread extension is not clearly understood.  
In addition, the precise stimulus for the expression of the exo genes and up-regulation of 
succinoglycan production is unknown (82, 98).  Defects in the biosynthesis of succinoglycan 
can result in an unsuccessful infection thread formation and extension, and invasion of the NFZ 
of the nodule (97).  Once symbiosis is established, the expression of the exo genes is down-
regulated, and S. meliloti turn off the succinoglycan production (148).  The overproduction of 
succinoglycan does not support nitrogen fixation of the bacteroids in the nodule (189).  The 
nitrogen-fixing S. meliloti in the NFZ of the nodule do not require succinoglycan to be 
functional and engage in nitrogen fixation in the anoxic, low ionic, and low osmotic pressure 
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1.5.The RSI INVASION SWITCH: The change of S. meliloti from 
flagella producing free-living bacteria to succinoglycan producing 
host-invading form 
Succinoglycan is required for the host-invading S. meliloti to engage in successful 
symbiosis with its host alfalfa (39, 117).  The ExoR-ExoS/ChvI (RSI) pathway regulates the 
inverse coordination of succinoglycan and flagella synthesis, along with a large number of S. 
meliloti genes (112, 177).  Our past model suggested the existence of the ExoR-ExoS/ChvI 
(RSI) pathway, which includes three key regulators of this pathway, ExoR, ExoS, and ChvI 
(112).  Considering their roles in controlling the switch of S. meliloti from free-living to host-
invading form, the RSI pathway has been renamed RSI Invasion Switch, which has the free-
living form (off state) and the host-invading form (on state) (78).  The free-living S. meliloti 
synthesizes flagella, but not succinoglycan in the off state, while the host-invading form 
produces succinoglycan and does not synthesize flagella in the on state.   
To explain the RSI Invasion Switch, it is important to understand the ExoR protein, 
which is central to the RSI Invasion Switch and acts as the sensor of switch.  The precursor 
form ExoRp is synthesized in the cytoplasm of S. meliloti, with a signal peptide and loses its 
signal peptide once exported to the periplasm (112, 177).   In the periplasm, the functional 
periplasmic ExoR, ExoRm, becomes the subject of a yet to be identified periplasmic protease, 
which digest ExoRm into a smaller non-functional form termed, ExoRc20.  Therefore, the level of 
periplasmic ExoRm is maintained between exoR expression and ExoR proteolysis. 
The ExoRm  interacts with the periplasmic sensing domain of the ExoS protein, the 
membrane sensor of the ExoS/ChvI two-component regulatory system (TCRS), and keeps the 
ExoS sensor in the inactive state to suppress the up-regulation of the ChvI induced genes 
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keeping S. meliloti as free-living form (111, 112, 177).   The ExoRm interaction with ExoS was 
suggested after the co-immunoprecipitation of the two, showing these form a protein complex 
(38, 112).  It was further confirmed by the interruption of a single amino acid in ExoR or the 
periplasmic domain of ExoS, which destabilized the ExoRm-ExoS interaction.  The interaction 
prevents ExoS from auto-phosphorylating, and phosphorylating ChvI, which consequently, 
affects the expression of many ExoS/ChvI TCRS regulated genes, including the inhibition of 
succinoglycan biosynthesis (exo) genes and no inhibition of the flagella (fla) genes.  This allow 
S. meliloti to exist as free-living form, in which it produces flagella.  The reduction of ExoRm by 
digestion into a smaller fragment, ExoRc20, releases ExoS from the ExoR suppression, leaving 
an active ExoS to auto-phosphorylate itself, and phosphorylate ChvI.  This leads to the host-




1.6. The ExoR and ExoS/ChvI (RSI) two-component regulatory 
system: the key regulators of succinoglycan and flagella production  
Succinoglycan production is regulated in part by chromosomal exoS and exoR gene 
products in free-living and symbiotic S. meliloti.  The exoYFQ operon is the main target of 
regulation by these two regulatory gene products (124).  The functions of the exoS and exoR 
genes were elucidated after screening for transposon (Tn) insertion exoS96::Tn5 and the 
exoR95::Tn5 mutants that formed mucoidy colonies due to over-expressed succinoglycan (46). 
Both the exoS96::Tn5 and the exoR95::Tn5 mutants exhibit different nodulation patterns in the 
presence of its host alfalfa.  
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The exoR gene was characterized after the isolation of the exoR95::Tn5 mutant (46, 
141).  The loss-of-function of ExoR protein in exoR95::Tn5 mutant results in an overproduction 
of succinoglycan regardless of the presence or absence of ammonia show that the protein may 
be linked to an ammonia-sensing pathway (142, 182).  The exoR95::Tn5 mutants induce 30% 
nitrogen-fixing nodules, which is at greatly reduced frequencies (20, 40, 46).  The ExoR protein 
is highly conserved in several alphaproteobacteria, including the plant pathogen Agrobacterium 
and human pathogen Brucella (143, 164, 165).  
The exoR gene synthesizes a 268 amino acid-ExoR protein, which functions as a 
negative regulator of ExoS in the RSI Invasion Switch (143, 164, 165, 177).   Each ExoR 
protein contains four SEL-1 repeats and a signal peptide (SP), which is required for the export 
of the ExoR proteins to the periplasm (112, 121, 177, 178).  The SEL-1 structures have been 
found in other bacterial systems to mediate protein-protein interactions (42, 43, 74, 87, 121, 
126, 127).  The proteolytic site of ExoR homologs is conserved between the 81st and 87th amino 
acids. 
The exoS gene was discovered after the isolation of the exoS96::Tn5 mutant (20, 40, 46).  
The exoS96 mutant encodes an N-terminal truncated derivative of the ExoS protein producing a 
constitutively active sensor (40).  This mutant slightly produces less succinoglycan in the 
presence of the fixed-nitrogen source, ammonia, and responds to ammonia similarly to the wild 
type Rm1021 (22).  Rm1021 and exoS96 mutant can sense the limited fixed nitrogen in the 
environment and engage in symbiosis with its host, while exoR95 mutant is impaired in these 
abilities. The exoS96::Tn5 mutant induces nitrogen-fixing nodules with similar efficiency as the 
wild-type.  
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The ExoS protein is a histidine-kinase membrane-bound sensor in the ExoS/ChvI TCRS 
(40, 129).  The sensing domain of ExoS remains in the periplasm, and can become active or 
inactive in the presence of different signals.  Once the sensing domain is activated, the 
cytoplasmic kinase domain of ExoS protein phosphorylates the response regulator, ChvI, which 
dimerizes and transcriptionally activates the exo genes resulting in the up-regulation of 
succinoglycan production (40).  The genes that encode the ChvI protein in S. meliloti are 
located upstream of the exoS gene.  The ExoS/ChvI TCRS is essential for symbiosis and for 
regulating a large number of genes in S. meliloti (21, 175).   
Many bacterial TCRSs control a number of genes, involved in sensing, and in 
responding to the changes present in the external environment.  The ExoS protein regulates the 
expression of the exo genes, involved in succinoglycan production, and the fla genes, involved 
in flagella biosynthesis.  The sequence of the ExoS protein is homologous to the ChvG protein 
in Agrobacterium tumefaciens, which is the sensor part of the ChvG/ChvI TCRS (37, 54, 75, 
106, 156).  The sensor protein ChvG is involved in pH sensing and is required for the 
pathogenicity of Agrobacterium tumefaciens (37, 106, 114). 
Both the coordination of succinoglycan and flagella production has been implicated in 
other bacteria-host interactions (165).  The RSI Invasion Switch regulates a number of S. 
meliloti genes, including the exo genes and fla genes (177, 181).   S. meliloti with mutations in 
the RSI Invasion Switch show different phenotypes when inoculated in 0.3% LB/MC agar 
(182).  Both wild type S. meliloti Rm1021 and exoY210::Tn5 mutant have functional exoS and 
exoR genes and swim.  The expression of the genes for flagella synthesis is reduced in the 
exoR395::Tn5 and exoS396::Tn5 mutant, and results in a reduced cellular motility when 
compared to Rm1021.  Of the two mutants, only the exoR395::Tn5 had reduced nodulation.  
The additional evidence that S. meliloti exoS96::exoY210 and exoR95::exoY210 double mutants 
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do not swim on the 0.3% LB/MC agar, indicated the exoS and exoR genes regulate the flagella 
synthesis and the swimming response. 
 
1.7. The ExoR protein in two other Gram-negative bacterial 
systems in the Rhizobiaciae family 
The ExoR protein regulates the production of succinoglycan in other 
alphaproteobacterial systems.  The well-characterized Gram-negative plant pathogen, 
Agrobacterium tumefaciens, also part of the Rhizobiaciae family uses the ExoR protein to 
regulate succinoglycan production.  Unlike its closely related nitrogen-fixing symbiont, the A. 
tumefaciens induces genetic mutations that do not benefit the host plant.  The bacterium A. 
tumefaciens causes tumor formation by transferring a tumor-inducing (Ti) plasmid into plant 
cells (52, 116).  The bacterium-host interaction is initiated by A. tumefaciens response to plant 
molecules, and the ability to attach to the host plant surface (45, 119, 140).  
The periplasmic ExoR protein synthesized by A. tumefaciens is homologous to that of S. 
meliloti (143, 164, 165) .  This highly conserved ExoR protein also suppresses the synthesis of 
succinoglycan (143, 164, 165) .  In A. tumefaciens, the ExoR protein plays a major role during 
the host plant interaction and virulence, and is required in biofilm production, for attachment to 
plant root surfaces, cellular motility, and exopolysaccharide production.  The exoR mutants of 
A. tumefaciens appear to have a reduce ability to bind to plant surfaces, loss of biofilm 
formation, and result in reduced infection (41, 119).  Both S. meliloti and A. tumefaciens exoR 
mutants overproduce succinoglycan.  The negative regulation by the  ExoR protein can suppress 
the succinoglycan production (143, 164, 165).  The ExoR protein interacts with the ChvG/ChvI 
TCRS and affects the synthesis of other proteins in A. tumefaciens.  The sensor protein ChvG 
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can sense changes in pH directly or indirectly, and is required expression of several virulence 
genes required during the infection process (37, 106, 114).  The chvG/chvI genes are 
homologous to the exoS/chvI genes in S. meliloti (37, 54, 75, 106, 156).   
The ability of the Gram-negative alphaproteobacteria Brucella to infect animals and 
humans is quite unique, compared to its close relatives Sinorhizobium or Agrobacterium, which 
infects plants. The human pathogen Brucella is an obligatory intracellular parasite and does not 
survive well outside of its host (137) .  The bacterium B. abortus has adopted mechanisms to 
adapt to the changing signals from its different host (171) .  In humans, the bacteria cause 
infection by evading the macrophages of the immune system and may induce high fever.  Like 
many other human infections caused by bacteria, the infections caused by B. abortus can be 
treated with antibiotics. 
The importance of the highly conserved periplasmic ExoR protein has not been well 
studied in Brucella, as in the Sinorhizobium and Agrobacterium systems.  In Sinorhizobium, the 
ExoR regulates succinoglycan production and is required during host infection, and it is likely 
that ExoR is also involved in the B. abortus infectious process.  The B. abortus also has a 
TCRS, BvrS/BvR, which is required for invasion and virulence in the animal host cells (157, 
171).  The BvrS/BvR TCRS is homologous to ExoS/ChvI in Sinorhizobium and ChvG/ChvI in 
A. tumefaciens, in which the BvrS protein is a histidine kinase sensor, and the BvrR protein is 
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Chapter 2 Effects of extrachromosomal ExoR protein on 





S. meliloti engages in symbiosis with host alfalfa 
S. meliloti engages in nitrogen-fixing symbiosis with its host alfalfa (24, 26, 48, 49, 60, 
88, 107, 109, 125, 168).   At the start of symbiosis, S. meliloti responds to plant-signaling 
flavonoid molecules by producing and secreting Nod factors (24, 26, 48, 49, 60, 88, 107, 109, 
125, 168).   This initial signal exchanges result in the entrapment of S. meliloti in the infection 
chamber of the 360° curled root hairs and the formation of nodules by the plant (49, 107, 108, 
169).  S. meliloti later travels to the root nodule by way of infection threads, where successful 
colonization leads to the appearance of pink, nitrogen-fixing nodules (60, 61, 95, 163, 167).  
 
Succinoglycan production regulated by the ExoR-ExoS/ChvI (RSI) Invasion Switch is 
required for symbiosis 
Succinoglycan production is required for the host-invading S. meliloti to colonize the 
infection chamber, to form and extend infection thread, and to be successfully delivered to the 
nitrogen-fixing zone of the nodule (39, 49, 60, 63, 95, 100, 169).  The RSI Invasion Switch 
regulates the succinoglycan polymer biosynthesis (78, 143, 164, 165).   With the use of 
mutagenesis, along with molecular and biochemical analyses, the RSI Invasion Switch has been 
studied by our laboratory, and by others, for over a decade, yet it is still not clear how the ExoR 
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protein is involved in the RSI Invasion Switch.  However, it is now understood that the RSI 
Invasion Switch is part of large regulatory mechanism that not simply regulates succinoglycan 
production, but inversely coordinates succinoglycan production and flagella biosynthesis, 
allowing the changes between the free-living to the host-invading form.   
 
ExoRm protein is the sensor of the RSI Invasion Switch 
The previous misconception ExoS protein was believed to be the sensor of the RSI 
Invasion Switch instead of ExoR, and the auto-regulation of the exoR gene by ExoR levels 
(112) has delayed our ability identify possible host signal(s) that affect the expression of genes 
controlled by the ExoR protein in RSI Invasion Switch. ExoRm is the periplasmic protein sensor 
of the RSI Invasion Switch (177).  The ExoRm protein interacts with and contols the activities of  
the ExoS protein, the membrane-bound sensor of the ExoS/ChvI system (143, 164, 165, 177).    
 
S. meliloti carrying varied levels of ExoR protein responds differently in succinoglycan 
and flagella production to their environments 
In this study, we examined and characterized several S. meliloti strains that carried 
different exoR-expressing plasmid, to provide insight about ExoR in the RSI Invasion Switch.  
The characterization of these S. meliloti strains was essential for our continued study of  ExoR 
as a sensor in responding to potential host signals.  We examined the behavior of these S. 
meliloti strains grown in two different laboratory media, TYO and LB/MC.  By comparing the 
responses of S. meliloti that synthesize the nonfunctional ExoR95 protein to those that 
synthesize varied levels of the functional ExoR protein in the two different media, we 
discovered each of our S. meliloti that synthesized varying levels of functional ExoR protein 
had their own distinct phenotype, and also behaved differently from the exoR95 mutant, which 
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did not respond differently to the two media.  Observations showed that each S. meliloti strain 
expressing different levels of the functional ExoR protein responded differently to the changes 
in their environment through varied succinoglycan and flagella production, varied nodulation 




2.2. METHODS AND MATERIALS 
 
2.2.1. Bacterial strains, plasmids, and growth medium 
The bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study (Table 2-1).  S. meliloti cells were 
grown in Luria-Bertani media  (Table 2-2)  (153)  or TYO medium (Table 2-3) at 30°C.  The 
Luria-Bertani medium, supplemented with 2.5 mM Mg2SO4 and 2.5 mM CaCl2 (LB/MC), was 
adjusted to pH 7  (101).  While, the TYO medium, containing 6 g tryptone (Becton, Dickinson 
Company, 211705) and  3 g yeast extract (Becton, Dickinson Company, 212750 or Fisherbrand, 
BP1422) per liter), was adjusted to pH 7.3.  When required, IPTG (isopropyl-β-d-
thiogalactopyranoside) was added at a final concentration of 0.8 mM to induce gene expression 
(111).  Agar (1.5%) was added as a solidifying agent for the media.  The following antibiotics 
were used at the concentrations indicated: neomycin (Nm), 200 µg mL-1; spectinomycin (Sp), 
100 µg mL -1; streptomycin (Sm), 500 µg mL -1; and tetracycline (Tc), 10 µg mL -1 . 
The wild type S. meliloti Rm1021 can grow in both LB/MC and TY* medium although 
the two media are very different in composition (Table 2-4).  Compared to the TY* medium, 
LB/MC medium is augmented with 4 additional grams of tryptone and 2 additional grams of 
yeast extract.   LB/MC medium is supplemented with 86 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM magnesium sulfate 
(MgSO4), and 2.5 mM calcium chloride (CaCl2), whereas TY* is supplemented with CaCl2 
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only. LB/MC has a higher salt concentration and osmotic potential than TY*.  It was reported in 
2007, by Keating, that LB without the addition of the three supplements was higher in osmotic 
pressure than TY* medium by 215 mosM (92). 
In this study, we have used TYO medium, which is to be distinguished from 
TY*medium.  The TYO medium does not have the added CaCl2, and has a lower osmotic 
pressure than TY* medium.  Initially, we thought TYO did not have either sodium or calcium.  
Nonetheless, we confirmed that TYO medium contains a low amount of sodium and calcium, 
which can be found in the tryptone and yeast extract.  According to the Becton-Dickinson 
Bionutrient Technical manual 3rd edition, TYO medium, which is composed of 6 g of tryptone 
and 3 grams of yeast, has the following estimated amounts of ions: 8.6 mM sodium ions (Na+) 
and 0.046 mM of calcium ions (Ca2+) (1). 
 
2.2.2. Qualitative detection of the succinoglycan exopolysaccharide  
Succinoglycan levels were estimated as previously described (101).  To examine 
succinoglycan production on solid medium, the bacterial cells were plated on LB/MC/CF or 
TYO/CF.  Calcofluor (CF) white M2R (Fluorescent Brightener 28, Sigma buffered to pH 7.4 
with 10 mM HEPES (N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N-2-ethanesulfonic acid, Sigma), was added 
to a final concentration of 0.02% (w/v) in LB/MC or TYO agar.  CF will bind to succinoglycan 
and emit white fluorescence light under long-wavelength ultraviolet light of 366 nm.  The levels 
of succinoglycan produced by the different strains were estimated based on the intensities of 
fluorescence.  The succinoglycan fluorescences were analyzed and pictures were taken with 
Model: Cannon DS6031 camera.   
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2.2.3. Transformation of the S. meliloti cells 
To introduce the plasmids, pHC77 and pHC514 into wild type S. meliloti Rm1021, 
exoR95 mutants carrying exoR-expressing plasmid (pHC530), tri-parental mating was used with 
E. coli MT616 (pRK600), providing transfer functions (55).  The resulting cells from mating 
were selected on LB/MC plates with antibiotics containing tetracycline and spectinomycin.  
 
2.2.4. Measurement of cellular growth 
For measurement of cells on liquid media, S. meliloti was grown overnight in LB/MC 
medium.  The cells were washed and resuspended in TYO media with no added salts to OD600 = 
0.05.  The diluted culture was transferred into wells (1600 µL/well) in a transparent 24-well 
microplate.  Each plate was covered with a clear seal (BioRad Microseal®B Adhesive seal) and 
a ¼  in. slit was made in each well to allow in oxygen for the aerobic bacterium.  The cells were 
then incubated for 48 hours in TYO medium with or without the addition of salts or LB/MC.  
The cell densities were measured every 10 minutes time points for 48 hours.  The microplate 
was put into the absorbance microplate reader (BioTek, Synergy, H1 Reader) to measure the 
cell density (OD600).  The measurements were collected by the Gen5 program 2.0 and later 
quantified in Microsoft Excel. 
 
2.2.5. Cell motility and swimming detection 
Cellular motility for S. meliloti was examined using swimming plates as previously 
described (107).  The S. meliloti cells were grown in LB/MC media overnight.  The bacterial 
cultures grown to exponential phase 6 hours were prepared and diluted to an OD600 = 0.05. An 
aliquot of 2 µL was pipetted and stabbed in a TYO, LB, or LB/MC soft (0.3%) agar plate. The 
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cells were grown for 3 days at 30 °C.  The swimming colonies were analyzed and pictures were 
taken with Model: Cannon  DS6031 camera. 
 
 
2.2.6. Plant growth conditions for alfalfa nodulation efficiency assays  
Nodulation efficiency assays were conducted as previously described, to determine the 
ability of the bacterial strains to establish successful symbiosis with the host alfalfa (97).  
Alfalfa seeds (Medicago sativa cv. Iroquois or Medicago sativa cv. Sally Massimo) were 
washed and sterilized in a 50% v/v chlorinated solution for 10 minutes.  The seeds were 
subsequently washed in sterile distilled water at least four times.  The alfalfa seeds were spread 
and germinated on 1.0% agar in the dark at 26°C for 48 hours in a plant growth chamber, which 
provided light for plant growth.  To determine the nodule invasion efficiency, the germinated 
seedlings, approximately 1 inch in length, were placed in 9 X 9 mm2 square Petri dishes 
containing nitrogen-free Jensen medium  (Table 5).  The Jensen media contained different salt 
concentrations: 1.6 mM NaCl, 86mM NaCl, and 300 mM NaCl. One plate each containing 10 
alfalfa seedlings were inoculated with one of the different S. meliloti strains (OD600=0.03).  The 
inoculated seedlings were incubated in a plant growth chamber at 26°C for four weeks.  The 
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2.3. RESULTS 
 
2.3.1.  Baseline for succinoglycan and flagella phenotype of the key S. meliloti 
strains  
To provide baseline phenotypes of the S. meliloti strains used in our study, a select 
group of strains were characterized on LB/MC agar.  LB/MC supplemented calcofluor (CF) was 
used to observe succinoglycan, as visualized by fluorescence intensity of the colony, and 
LB/MC soft (0.3%) agar was used to observe flagella production, as visualized by swimming 
colony (Figure 2-1).   
 
Description of succinoglycan phenotypes 
The wild type S. meliloti Rm1021 cells produced succinoglycan on LB/MC/CF and 
showed a dim bluish-green fluorescent color under long-wave length UV light of 366 nM.  
While, the exoY210 mutant, having a transposon insertion in the exoY gene that inhibits 
succinoglycan production (14, 68, 141, 146) , showed dark appearance under UV light when 
compared to Rm1021.  The exoR95 showed a bright bluish-green color, which indicated 
succinoglycan overproduction.  The exoR95 mutant has a transposon insertion in the exoR gene, 
which is involved in regulating succinoglycan production (181).  The gene product of exoR is a 
periplasmic protein in the RSI Invasion Switch (38, 112).  It is likely that the non-functional 
truncated ExoR95 protein does not interact tightly with ExoS protein.  As a result, the exo genes 
are over-expressed, and succinoglycan production is constantly up-regulated in the exoR95.  
Similarly, the exoS96 mutant showed bright, and has a transposon insertion located in the exoS 
gene (168).  The exoS96 mutant produces a functional exoR gene product, but appeared bright 
and phenotypically similar to exoR95.  It is likely that the functional truncated ExoR protein 
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does not interact tightly with truncated ExoS96 protein.  As a result, the exo genes are over-
expressed, and succinoglycan production is constantly up-regulated in the exoR95.  The gene 
product of exoS is also required to regulate succinoglycan biosynthesis, but is a membrane-
bound protein part of the RSI Invasion Switch (40).  The presence of a suppressor mutation in 
the exoS gene of exoR95 in the exoR95exoS* mutant(111), reduced succinoglycan levels similar 
to Rm1021, and the colonies appeared dim on LB/MC/CF.  The characteristics of S. meliloti 
strains and mutants used in this study are shown below (Table 2-6).   
 
Description of flagellar phenotypes 
Wid type Rm1021 and the exoY210 mutant formed large swimming colonies in LB/MC 
soft (0.3%) agar, which indicates that both S. meliloti derivatives produce flagella.  Both 
Rm1021 and exoY210 have a functional copy of the exoR and exoS genes, which regulate 
succinoglycan production.  A mutation in the exoR and exoS genes that regulate switch resulted 
in a non-swimming phenotype of S. meliloti cells.  Both exoR95 and exoS96 mutants showed a 
non-swimming colonies on LB/MC soft (0.3%) agar.  The addition of a suppressor mutation in 
the exoS gene of exoR95 mutant in the exoR95exoS*mutant, has restored the swimming 
phenotype of the exoR95 mutant.  The exoR95exoS* mutant formed a large swimming colonies 
on LB/MC soft (0.3%) agar similar in appearance to Rm1021.  Altogether, the results confirm 
the succinoglycan and flagellar phenotypes of our S. meliloti strains. 
 
2.3.2. The succinoglycan and flagellar phenotypes are induced on LB/MC 
medium, but not on TYO medium 
The involvement of ExoR in sensing chemical changes in the environment was assessed 
by examining the succinoglycan (Figure 2-2) and flagella (Figure 2-3) production in Rm1021 
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and exoR95 strains carrying the exoR-expressing plasmid on the two different media, 
LB/MC/CF and TYO/CF agar.   To create the exoR-expressing strains, a plasmid carrying the 
exoR gene was introduced into Rm1021 to over-express the exoR gene, or, to exoR95, to 
complement the loss-of-function phenotype. 
 
Description of succinoglycan phenotypes in Rm1021 and the exoR95 mutants carrying 
exoR-expressing genes on plasmid 
To determine if the amount of ExoR protein affects S. meliloti’s ability to produce 
succinoglycan in response to its environment, S. meliloti cells were grown on TYO/CF or 
LB/MC/CF.  The wild-type S. meliloti Rm1021 cells appeared dim on LB/MC/CF under long-
length UV light, but surprisingly did not fluoresce on the TYO/CF and appeared dark.  LB/MC 
medium has a higher salt concentration and a higher osmotic potential than TYO medium.  
Rm1021 produces succinoglycan on LB/MC medium, but does not produce succinoglycan on 
TYO medium.  This suggests that the salts in the media may trigger succinoglycan production. 
In contrast, the exoY210 and exoR95 mutant phenotypes were as expected and described 
previouslt in section 2.3.1.  The exoY210 mutant appeared dark and did not fluoresce on either 
TYO/CF or LB/MC/CF.  The exoR95 mutant produced high levels of succinoglycan and 
appeared bright on the two media. The exoR95 mutant produces a non-functional copy of the 
ExoR protein, and always appeared bright regardless if the bacterium is grown on TYO/CF or 
LB/MC/CF.  The exoR95 did not respond to the chemical changes in the environment by 
regulating their succinoglycan production.  The failure of exoR95 to respond to the chemical 
changes of the medium by producing similar phenotypes as the Rm1021 suggests the functional 
ExoR protein must be necessary to respond to changes of salt in the environment. 
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Succinoglycan production was reduced in Rm1021 by over-expressing exoR gene in 
Rm1021 cells using exoR-expressing plasmids, (pPexoRexoR) and (pPlacexoR).  Rm1021 carrying 
exoR-expressing plasmids, (pPexoRexoR) and (pPlacexoR) appeared dark similar in appearance to 
exoY210 on TYO/CF.   However, on LB/MC/CF,  Rm1021 cells carrying exoR-expressing 
plasmids (pPexoRexoR) and (pPlacexoR), dimly fluoresced, similar to Rm1021.  
 Succinoglycan production was reduced in exoR95 mutant by complementing exoR gene 
in exoR95 cells using exoR-expressing plasmids (pPexoRexoR) and (pPlacexoR).  The 
exoR95(pPexoRexoR) appeared dim, while the exoR95(pPlacexoR) appeared bright on LB/MC/CF.   
The plasmid (pPlacexoR) was able to suppress the exoR95 phenotype in low salt and low osmotic 
pressure of TYO/CF.  In the presence of high salt and high osmotic pressure in LB/MC/CF, the 
plasmid (pPlacexoR) could not suppress the exoR95 phenotype, which resulted in overproduction 
of succinoglycan and an appearance similar the exoR95. This was likely due to the reduction of 
the low and non auto-regulated ExoR levels made by this plasmid. It is possible that the amount 
of ExoR protein in the exoR95(pPlacexoR) cells is quickly degraded by the contents LB/MC 
medium.  In which, a reduction of ExoR protein would turn on the RSI Invasion Switch and 
cause increase succinoglycan production.  
The addition of 0.8 mM IPTG reduced the intensity of the bright phenotype of 
exoR95(pPlacexoR) and appeared similar to Rm1021.  The addition of IPTG to this inducible 
promoter on plasmid (pPlacexoR) was sufficient to increase ExoR levels and reduce 
succinoglycan production in exoR95(pPlacexoR) to that of the Rm1021. This suggests that the 
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Description of flagellar phenotypes in Rm1021 and the exoR95 mutants carrying exoR-
expressing genes on plasmid 
To determine if the amount of ExoR protein affects S. meliloti’s ability to produce 
flagella in response to its environment, S. meliloti cells were grown on TYO soft (0.3%) agar or 
LB/MC soft (0.3%) agar.  The swimming phenotype of Rm1021 can occur in LB/MC soft 
(0.3%) agar, and in LB soft (0.22%) agar with 2.5 mM CaCl2 (112, 177).  The S. meliloti cells 
that synthesize a functional ExoR protein, including wild type Rm1021, and Rm1021 and 
exoR95 mutant carrying exoR-expressing plasmids, (PexoRexoR and PlacexoR), produced a non-
swimming colony similar to the exoR95 in TYO.  In LB/MC, wild type S. meliloti Rm1021, 
Rm1021 carrying exoR-expressing plasmids, (PexoRexoR and PlacexoR), and exoR95(pPexoRexoR) 
showed a swimming phenotype, consequently.  
The exoR95(pPlacexoR) cells did not swim in LB/MC. The addition of IPTG to this 
inducible promoter of pPlacexoR restored the swimming phenotype of exoR95(pPlacexoR) to that 
of Rm1021.  Since the ExoR protein interacts with the ExoS protein to induce flagella 
production, it is possible that the exoR95(pPlacexoR) does not make a sufficient quantity of 
ExoR protein for this interaction to occur without IPTG induction.  It is likely that the induction 
increase the amount of ExoR protein that interactes with ExoS, which up-regulates flagella 
production. 
The exoR95 mutant does not swim, regardless of whether it is in LB/MC or TYO.  
Again, this suggest the failure of exoR95 mutant to respond to the chemical changes of the 
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2.3.3. ExoR protein expression in the S. meliloti carrying the exoR-expressing 
plasmids 
To detect the differences in ExoR protein expression in the S. meliloti strains, the 
exoR108chv109 deletion mutant carrying the exoR-expressing plasmid were grown in LB/MC 
medium (Figure 2-4).  The exoR95 mutant background was not used because the exoR95 
mutant produces mutated ExoR95p and ExoR95m forms.  These products are likely to interfere 
with the ability to the detect change in the wild type ExoR protein.  Past attempts to create a 
deletion of the ExoR protein to analyze the ExoR protein were unsuccessful (112).  To 
overcome this challenge of deleting the ExoR protein, a plasmid was inserted into the exoR gene 
region, which resulted in a double mutant exoR108-chvI109.  The exoR108 mutation from 
exoR108-chvI109 mutant was transduced into the wild type Rm1021 carrying the exoR-
expressing plasmid, but not into Rm1021 This result suggested that the chvI109 mutation was 
created for the existence of the exoR108 mutation in S. meliloti’s genome.  Since the exoR gene 
on the plasmid could complement exoR108-chvI109 mutation, the exoR108-chvI mutations 
would only be used for biochemical analysis, but not functional analysis of ExoR. 
The S. meliloti cells were collected and lysed, and the total cellular proteins were 
analyzed by SDS gel resolved via Western Blot.  Each sample was probed using an anti-ExoR 
polyclonal antibody, and then visualized using a goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody for ExoR 
protein detection. T he major ExoR derivative bands can be detected: (1) ExoRp (28 kDa), (2) 
ExoRm (25kDa), and (3) ExoRc20 (20 kDa), respectively (112).  The corresponding three bands 
were found in the wild type Rm1021.  Both exoR108Ichv109(pPtrpexoR) and exoR108chvI109 
(pPexoRexoR) produced dark intensity ExoR bands in comparison to the Rm1021.  The 
exoR108chvI109(pPlacexoR) contains exoR gene under a weak and lac inducible promoter 
expressed ExoR bands at similar intensity to Rm1021.  However, unlike Rm1021, the exoR 
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gene expression in exoR108chvI109(pPlacexoR) is not auto-regulated by the level of ExoR 
protein.  The addition of 0.8 mM IPTG to exoR108(pPlacexoR) resulted in a dark intensity ExoR 
bands similar to the intensity of exoR108chvI109(pPtrpexoR) and exoR108 chvI109(pPexoRexoR).  
This indicated an increase the amount of ExoR protein above the wild type level with IPTG 
induction. 
Our protein analysis suggests that the ExoR protein is expressed at different levels from 
each of the plasmids.  The three plasmids (pPexoRexoR, pPtrpexoR , and pPlacexoR) are described 
(Table 2-7).  The plasmid (pPtrpexoR) expresses the exoR gene at high-levels from the trp 
promoter on plasmid pHC653, so the Rm1021(pPtrpexoR ) and exoR95(pPtrpexoR) cells will 
produce large amounts of ExoR protein.  The plasmid (pPlacexoR) expresses the exoR gene from 
an inducible lac promoter on plasmid pHC530.  In the absence of IPTG induction, the exoR 
gene is expressed at low to moderate levels, so the Rm1021(pPlacexoR)  and exoR95(pPlacexoR) 
cells will produce lower levels of ExoR protein.  Rm1021(pPlacexoR ) and exoR95(pPlacexoR ) 
continued to produce the ExoR protein at a constant low level.  The level may be similar or 
lower than the levels seen in the wild-type.  The level of ExoR protein produced may not be 
auto-regulated by in the exoR95(pPlacexoR ).  However, the level of ExoR protein produced is 
auto-regulated in plasmid (pPexoRexoR).  In the plasmid (pPexoRexoR), the expression of the exoR 
gene is from the native wild type exoR promoter cloned into plasmid pHC510. 
Under the native promoter, the ExoR protein can auto-regulate the expression of the 
exoR gene through the ExoS/ChvI TCRS (111).  Therefore, when the ExoR protein 
concentration is reduced in the periplasm, ExoS will be activated, so the exoR gene expression 
will increase within the bacterium.  The auto-regulation allows the wild type S. meliloti Rm1021 
to replenish the ExoR protein and maintain ExoR protein at a certain level as the bacterium 
encounters different stimuli in its environment.  The use of plasmid (pPexoRexoR) may make it 
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impossible to detect changes in succinoglycan production on different calcofluor (CF) based 
media.  With the plasmid expressing exoR gene from its native promoter, the 
Rm1021(pPexoRexoR) and exoR95(pPexoRexoR) can maintain cellular ExoR protein higher than 
that of the wild type S. meliloti Rm1021.  This plasmid produces a higher level of ExoR than S. 
meliloti Rm1021 due to the high-copy number of the plasmid in the cell. 
 
 
2.3.4. The optimal symbiosis of  S. meliloti-host requires specific levels of the 
functional ExoR protein 
To examine if the exoR-expressing plasmid affected symbiosis, Medicago sativa cv. 
Iroquois plants were inoculated with S. meliloti strains containing different exoR-expressing 
plasmids on Jensen’s plant medium.  The nodulation (symbiotic) efficiency was determined by 
measuring the ratio of pink nodules to the total number of nodules after 4 weeks.  The wild type 
Rm1021 had a 75% nodulation efficiency.  This was the highest nodulation efficiency of the 
tested S. meliloti cells.  The exoR95 had a reduced nodulation efficiency rate of 26%.  The cells 
carrying the exoR-expressing plasmids had varying nodulation efficiencies.  The nodulation 
efficiency for the wild type Rm1021 with plasmids (pPlacexoR, PlacexoR + IPTG, and  
pPexoRexoR) was 70%, 55%, and 44%, respectively (Figure 2-5).  Whereas, the nodulation 
efficiency of the exoR95 with plasmids (pPlacexoR, PlacexoR + IPTG, and  pPexoRexoR) was 
31%, 41%, and 51%, respectively (Figure 2-16).  Only Rm1021(pPlacexoR) without IPTG 
induction had nodulation efficiency similar the wild type. 
The symbiosis of S. meliloti with its host, alfalfa, requires the presence of several salts.  
Jensen’s medium contains MgSO4, K2HPO4, FeCl3, CaHPO4, NaCl, and other trace minerals. 
The exo genes are regulated by the RSI Invasion Switch and play an important role in 
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succinoglycan production.  A deficiency in succinoglycan production due to mutation of exo 
genes can lead to an increase in the number of aborted Invasion Switch and a reduced symbiosis 
(68).  Without the functional ExoR protein, the symbiotic efficiency of S. meliloti with its host 
is significantly reduced, as seen in the exoR95 mutant (26% nodulation efficiency).  The 
mutation results not only in symbiotic deficiency, but also shows reduced growth and an 
inability to respond chemicals in the environment.  exoR95 is ineffective in modifying the 
production of succinoglycan and flagella.  This rate is unlike, the wild type S. meliloti Rm1021, 
which normally has a nodulation efficiency of 75%.  
Interestingly, the symbiosis in Jensen’s medium was reduced if the exoR-expressing 
plasmid was in Rm1021, resulting in over-expression of the ExoR protein or, if the exoR-
expressing plasmid was in exoR95, resulting in complementation of the ExoR protein.  Only, 
Rm1021(pPlacexoR) nodulated the host alfalfa with the same efficiency as the wild-type.  The 
result suggests that ExoR levels that are very high or low may interfere with symbiosis.  The 
ExoR levels may need to be regulated and specific amounts in the cell for successful symbiosis. 
Consequently, this may affect succinoglycan production, required for host-invasion inside the 
infection chamber, to successfully form an infection thread and reach the nodule.  S. meliloti 
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2.4. DISCUSSION 
 
Succinoglycan production by ExoR-ExoS/ChvI (RSI) Invasion Switch is required for 
infection 
Succinoglycan production is a distinct phenotype of the host-invading S. meliloti, which 
can be distinguished from the free-living cells that is centered on flagella biosynthesis.  We 
believe that succinoglycan is up-regulated inside the infection chamber of the root hair.  The 
succinoglycan phenotype is controlled by the RSI Invasion Switch (181).  Hence, a chemical in 
this environment of the infection chamber that can induce the succinoglycan phenotype should 
be a considered as a host signal inside the infection chamber to regulate the RSI Invasion 
Switch.   Only the S. meliloti strains having regulated and functional exoR gene expression are 
more successful at symbiosis in comparison to the exoR95 mutant.  The exoR95 mutant 
expresses a nonfunctional ExoR95 protein, overproduces succinoglycan, and limited in their 
ability to engage in symbiosis.  Therefore, we conclude that specific quantities of regulated and 
functional ExoR protein in the S. meliloti will allow for optimal symbiosis, which will allow S. 
meliloti to up-regulate succinoglycan to the levels required for initiating symbiosis. 
 
Difficulties in finding potential signals that turn on RSI Invasion Switch is most likely due 
to auto-regulation of exoR gene expression 
The regulation of exoR’s gene expression is required for S. meliloti to switch between 
succinoglycan production and swimming in response to changes in its environment.  Since exoR 
gene expression being controlled by the amount of ExoR protein in S. meliloti, it has made 
difficult to identify factors that separate ExoR-ExoS interaction and up-regulate succinoglycan 
production to allow for host invasion.  When ExoR levels are reduced, there would be less 
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ExoR to interact with ExoS, and the RSI Invasion Switch will be turn on.  One way to better 
investigate the sensing mechanism of ExoR in the RSI Invasion Switch was to fin S. meliloti 
strains are not influenced by ExoR auto-regulation or have reduced levels of ExoR protein.  
This would allow us to immediately detect the changes in exoR gene expression that are a direct 
result of  the reduction of ExoR in the presence of the right signal that turns on the switch.  
 
A new model exoR95(pPlacexoR) mutant to detect succinoglycan production and changes 
of the RSI Invasion Switch 
To find a model for investigating ExoR as part of the switch, we sought out S. meliloti 
background without ExoR auto-regulation. We found that the exoR95(pPlacexoR) mutant lacked 
auto-regulation and produced low levels of ExoR protein, which made it possible to see change 
in succinoglycan and flagella production that were most likely due the reduction of ExoR.  The 
sensitive exoR95(pPlacexoR) mutant showed immediate changes in fluorescence as a result in 
succinoglycan production, and changes in motility as a result of flagella expression, when place 
in different media or our ‘controlled’ environments.  Therefore, changes of succinoglycan 
production in this strain towards environmental changes should allow us to better narrow down 
host signals inside of the infection chamber which turn on the RSI Invasion Switch, and switch 
the free-living to host-invading form environmental signals that affect, and more importantly, 
turn on RSI Invasion Switch.   
We suppose by exposing the exoR95(pPlacexoR) mutant to different signals that might be 
present in the infection chamber of the root hairs, such as salts, osmolytes, and acid, would up-
regulate succinoglycan production.  This should help find signals that affect ExoR status, and 
allow us to examine how these signals change the ExoR protein, so it turns on the switch.  Since 
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succinoglycan production and flagella biosynthesis are regulated by ExoR, we suspect that 
ExoR maybe relieved of or interact with ExoS to control changes in exoR gene expression when 
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Table 2-1. Bacterial strains and plasmids 
Strain or plasmid Relevant properties  References  
E. coli   
MT616  MT607, pRK600, CmR (55) 
   
S. meliloti    
Rm1021 SU47, SmR  (101) 
Rm7095 Rm1021 exoR95::Tn5, NmR (46) 
Rm7096 Rm1021 exoS96::Tn5, NmR (46) 
Rm7210 Rm1021 exoY210::Tn5, NmR (101) 
SmHC20  exoR95exoS*,NmR, Rm7095 with A to F 
mutation at 448 in ExoS 
(131) 
Plasmids   
pHC77  pMB393 carrying PexoYgfp;GFP expresses the 
gfp gene under the exoY-promoter, SpR 
(111, 182)  
pHC393 Cloning plasmid, SpR (62) 
pSW213 Cloning plasmid, IncP derived, lacQ, Plac 
lacZ*, TcR 
(115) 
pHC510 pPexoRexoR; pMB393 , expressing exoR under 
exoR promoter, SpR 
(112) 
pHC514  pMB393 carrying PexoRgfp fusion, PexoR region 
from -325 to -1, SpR  
(111) 
pHC530 pPlacexoR pSW213 carrying the exoR gene 
controlled by inducible promoter┼, TcR 
(111) 
pHC653(pMH157)  pPtrpexoR pDG77carrying exoR under trp 
promoter, TcR  
(unpublished data*) 
R is the antibiotic resistance. 
* Laboratory strain was constructed by Menguah Yang, Lehman College, 2009.  
┼ IPTG inducible promoter.  
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Table 2-2. Preparation of Luria-Bertani medium with CaCl2 and MgSO4 (LB/MC) 
Components Amount  
Tryptone 10 g 
Yeast Extract 5 g 
NaCl 5 g 
2.5 mM MgSO4  0.30 g 
2.5 mM CaCl2  0.37 g 
dH2O 1000 mL 
 
†After dissolving the ingredients in dH2O, NaOH was used to adjust the LB/MC medium to pH 
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Table 2-3. Preparation of Tryptone-Yeast (TYO) medium 
Components Amount  
Tryptone 6 g 
Yeast Extract 3 g 
dH2O  1000 mL 
 
† After dissolving the ingredients in dH2O, NaOH, HCl, or HCl with MES buffer was used to adjust the 
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Table 2-4. Osmolarity of laboratory media used to grow S. meliloti. 
Salts Added (mM) Media 
Calcium  Magnesium  NaCl 
Osmolarity 
(mOsM) 
TYO 0 0 0 38 (predicted) 
TY 10 0 0 68 (published) 
LB 0 0 86 283 (published) 
LB/MC 2.5 2.5 86 433 (predicted) 
 
† Predictions are based on  published data in Keating et al. 2007.  TY* and LB were not used in 
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Table 2-5. Preparation of Jensen's plant medium 
Components Amount  
7.35 mM CaHPO4 1 g 
811 µM MgSO4•6H2O  0.2 g 
1.15 mM K2HPO4 0.2 g 
3.4 mM NaCl  0.2 g 
370 µM FeCl3• 6H2O  0.2 g 
H3BO3 1 g 
ZnSO4 •7H2O 0.5 g 
CuSO4 •5H2O 0.5 g 
MnCl2 •5H2O 0.5 g 
NaMoO4 •2H2O 1g 
dH2O  1000 mL 
 


























Figure 2- 1. A picture of S. meliloti showing the differences in succinoglycan production 
and motility. 
S. meliloti wild type Rm1021 (positive control), exoY210 (negative control), exoR95, exoS96, 
exoR95exoS* cells were grown on LB/MC medium to detect, A) succinogylcan production, as 
determined by the levels of colony brightness on calcofluor – containing medium, and B) 
flagella production as determined by the size of the swimming colonies on 0.3% agar. 
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Table 2-6. Characteristics of key S. meliloti strains and mutants in LB/MC medium. 
 Characteristics of S. meliloti  
Predicted function of 
 ExoR and ExoS 
 
Actual phenotype of S. meliloti 
Bacterial 
Strains 
ExoR ExoS SG Motility 
Rm1021 Yes Yes ++ Yes 
exoY210 Yes Yes - Yes 
exoR95 No Yes ++++ No 
exoS96 Yes No ++++ No 
exoR95exoS* No No ++ Yes 
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Table 2-7. The description of the three exoR-expressing plasmids. 
Plasmid Relevant properties  Description of  exoR expression 
pHC653 pPtrpexoR  High-level; Constitutive 
pHC530 pPlacexoR  Low-level; Inducible with  “IPTG” 
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Figure 2- 2. A picture of S. meliloti cells carrying the exoR-expressing plasmids showing 
the differences in succinoglycan production and motility.  
The ExoR protein was expressed in the wild type Rm1021 and exoR95 mutant backgrounds to 
determine succinogylcan production, as determined by the levels of colony brightness on 
calcofluor – containing medium, and flagella production, as determined by the size of the 
swimming colonies (A) TYO and (B) LB/MC media ± IPTG.  The plasmids used for expression 











Figure 2- 3. Western Blot of the ExoR protein profiles in S. meliloti cells carrying exoR-
expressing plasmids.    
The ExoR protein was expressed in the wild type Rm1021 and exoR108chv109 mutant 
background.  Each plasmid, the vector, (pPtrpexoR), (pPexoexoR), and (pPlacexoR), was expressed 
in the S. meliloti.  Panel A shows an unknown non-specific high-molecular weight band 
detected by the ExoR poly-clononal, anti-serum representing total protein loaded in each lane. 
Panel B shows ExoR profiles from each plasmid.  IPTG was used for inducing the  exoR 
expression on plasmid, (pPlacexoR).  




Figure 2-4. A graph of the nodulation efficiency of showing the ExoR protein in S. meliloti 
cells is required for successful symbiosis with Medicago sativa cv. Iroquois.  
The nodulation efficiency indicates the ratio of pink nodules to the total number of nodule 
formed during symbiosis, (A) wild type Rm1021, and (B) exoR95 mutant with alfalfa grown in 
Jensen’s plant medium.  The ExoR protein was expressed in  each background using plasmids, 
(pPlacexoR) and (pPexoRexoR).  IPTG was used for the induction of the  exoR-expressing 
plasmid, (pPlacexoR). (Black = pink nodules; White = white nodules). 
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Chapter 3 The effects of ions on succinoglycan production in 
S. meliloti 
 
3.1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Succinoglycan up-regulation by the ExoR-ExoS/ChvI (RSI) Invasion Switch occurs in the 
infection chamber 
Succinoglycan production, together with the inverse biosynthesis of the flagella genes, is 
regulated by the ExoR-ExoS/ChvI (RSI) Invasion Switch, which plays a crucial role in the 
change between the S. meliloti’s free-living to the host-invading forms (78, 143, 164, 165) .       
S. meliloti can respond to changes in the environment, which makes it likely that they can 
distinguish between the chemical environment of the infection chamber created by the root 
hairs, and the rhizosphere.  Relatively little is known about the host signal(s) in the infection 
chamber that lay at the hierarchy of symbiotic conditions to permit turning on the RSI Invasion 
Switch and up-regulating succinoglycan production. 
 
Host signals that affect succinoglycan production can provide clues about how ExoR role 
in the RSI Invasion Switch 
Any changes to the switch can be detected by examining changes in succinoglycan 
production.  Succinoglycan production is a key feature of the host-invading form, and is likely 
to be up-regulated by the signals in the infection chamber.  Ions, salts, osmolytes, and changes 
in pH are among the potential host signals in the infection chamber.  The presence of ions, salts, 
osmolytes, and changes in pH can modify the expression of many genes, including those 
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involved in the expression of the exopolysaccharides, such as succinoglycan and 
lipopolysaccharides, required for S. meliloti symbiosis (47).  
 
Ions are likely to affect succinoglycan production through changes in ExoR protein of the 
RSI Invasion Switch 
To examine ExoR protein as a sensor of signals in the environment, we used S. meliloti 
exoR95(pPlacexoR) strain that expresses a reduced level of ExoR protein. This more sensitive to 
signals in its environment.  A signal that can reduce ExoR would turn on the RSI Invasion 
Switch and shows an immediate up-regulation of succinoglycan.  We compared 
exoR95(pPlacexoR) strain responses to that of the exoR95 mutant, which is impaired in its ability 
to respond to its environment. We then examined the ability of these two strains ability to 
respond to possible environmental signals, such as alfalfa flavonoids, salt and ions, osmotic 
pressure, and acidity, that are likely to be present in the infection chamber and can up-regulate 
succinoglycan production.  Through these finding, we propose that the ExoR protein is a sensor 
of some of the potentially tested host signals.   
 
3.2. METHODS AND MATERIALS 
 
3.2.1. Bacterial strains, plasmids, and growth medium 
(See detailed description in Chapter 2 (2.2.1)) 
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3.2.2. A screen for the effects of abiotic and biotic signals 
To screen for the up-regulation of succinoglycan, S. meliloti were grown at 30°C on 
complex TYO medium, containing 6 g Tryptone (Becton, Dickinson Company, 211705) and 3 g 
Yeast extract (Becton, Dickinson Company, 212750 or Fisherbrand, BP1422) per liter), which 
was adjusted to pH 7.3.  The TYO medium was adjusted to contain the designed concentrations 
of the abiotic and biotic chemicals (potential host signals).  The signals screened included salts 
(NaCl, KCl, MgCl2, and CaCl2, NaHPO4, CaHPO4, KHPO4, MgSO4, FeCl3), carbohydrates 
(sucrose, D-glucose, L-glucose), poly-ethylene glycol (PEG-200), and plant growth signals 
(apigenin and luteolin) (Table 3-1), which were added separately to autoclaved TYO medium.  
For testing pH, the TYO medium was adjusted to pH 6, 5.75, and 5.5 before autoclaving using 
HCl and MES (2-(N-morpholinoethanesulfonic acid). When required, IPTG was added at a final 
concentration of 0.8 mM to induce gene expression.  Agar (1.5%) was added as a solidifying 
agent for the media.  Calcofluor white M2R (Fluorescent Brightener 28, Sigma), which was 
buffered to pH 7.4 with 10 mM HEPES (N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N-2-ethanesulfonic acid, 
Sigma), was added to a final concentration of 0.02% (w/v) in TYO agar to examine 
succinoglycan production. (Note: HEPES was not used when screening for the succinoglycan in 
the acidic TYO medium). The calcofluor (CF) will bind to succinoglycan and emit white 
fluorescence light under long-wavelength (366 nM) ultraviolet light.  The levels of 
succinoglycan produced by the different strains were estimated based on the intensities of 
fluorescence.  Succinoglycan fluorescences were analyzed, and pictures were taken with the 
camera (Model: Canon  DS6031).  
 
3.2.3. Cell motility and swimming detection 
(See detailed description in Chapter 2 (2.2.5)) 
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3.3. Results 
 
3.3.1. The importance of the S. meliloti exoR95(pPlacexoR) model used in 
detecting changes in succinoglycan in response to the host signals 
To search for potential host signals that affect the RSI Invasion Switch, the 
exoR95(pPlacexoR) mutant was most valuable for our succinoglycan screen because of its high 
sensitivity to changes in the environment, and was used for a rapid detection in screening for the 
up-regulation of succinoglycan production.  The model of the exoR95(pPlacexoR) mutant is 
depicted as an exoR95 carrying the exoR-expressing plasmid, such that it has a functional copy 
of the exoR gene, which complements the loss-of-function exoR95 mutant (Figure 3-1).  In this 
strain, the exoR gene is expressed from an inducible lac promoter on plasmid (pHC530).  The 
exoR gene is not auto-regulated since the exoR gene is expressed from the lac promoter not the 
native exoR promoter on this plasmid.  The strain produces a low level of the ExoR protein 
without IPTG induction.  
 
3.3.2. The effects of sodium on succinoglycan production  
To examine the effects of the ions of sodium chloride (NaCl) on the up-regulation 
succinoglycan in S. meliloti, NaCl was added to the TYO/CF agar at different concentrations 
from 5 - 400 mM (Figure 3-2).  S. meliloti cell growth declined with NaCl concentrations above 
400 mM.  On the TYO/CF without the addition of NaCl, the S. meliloti cells, including the wild 
type S. meliloti Rm1021 did not fluoresce underneath the long-wavelength ultraviolet light of 
366 nM and appeared dark, with the exception of the exoR95 mutant.  The exoR95 mutant 
retained this bright fluorescence even when NaCl was added to the TYO/CF.  This indicated 
that the exoR95 mutant overproduced succinoglycan regardless of it’s the chemical 
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environment. In contrast, the exoY210 mutant phenotypes was dark regardless of the media as 
expected and described previously in Section 2.3.1 
 The wild type Rm1021 was dark at low concentrations,  from 5 - 100 mM NaCl in 
TYO/CF.  When 200 mM NaCl and higher concentration were added to TYO/CF, Rm1021 
dimly fluoresced on the TYO/CF indicating the up-regulation of succinoglycan production.  
However, Rm1021 and the exoR95 mutant carrying the exoR-expressing plasmids, (pPtrpexoR) 
and (pPexoRexoR), up-regulated succinoglycan production and appeared dim when high 
concentrations of NaCl were added to TYO/CF.  When low levels of ExoR protein were 
expressed from the lac promoter of plasmid (pPlacexoR) in the exoR95 mutant background, 
exoR95(pPlacexoR) mutant appeared bright at 5 mM NaCl and above, indicating an up-
regulation of succinoglycan production on TYO/CF.  This suggests that 5 mM NaCl may 
diminish ExoR levels, such that, ExoRm and ExoS do not interact to turn on the RSI Invasion 
Switch and up-regulate succinoglycan production. 
 
 
3.3.3. The effects of calcium on succinoglycan production  
The next salt to be examined for its effects on succinoglycan production in S. meliloti 
strains was calcium chloride (CaCl2) (Figure 3-3).  S. meliloti cells were affected differently by 
the addition of CaCl2  in the TYO/CF agar from the addition of NaCl (previously described in 
Chapter 3 (3.3.1)).  For one, S. meliloti cells did not grow on TYO/CF containing CaCl2  greater 
than 200 mM.   Wild type Rm1021 and the exoR95 mutants carrying the exoR-expressing 
plasmids, (pPtrpexoR) and (pPexoRexoR), up-regulated the production of succinoglycan and 
appeared dim when increasing concentrations of CaCl2 were added to the TYO/CF.  When low 
levels of ExoR protein were expressed from the lac promoter of plasmid, (pPlacexoR), in the 
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exoR95 mutant background, the exoR95(pPlacexoR) mutant was bright at 25 mM CaCl2, 
indicating an up-regulation in succinoglycan production.  This suggests that 25 mM CaCl2 may 
diminish ExoR levels, such that, ExoR and ExoS do not interact to turn on the RSI Invasion 
Switch and up-regulate succinoglycan production. 
 
 
3.3.4. The effects of sodium and calcium on the ExoS/ChvI two-component 
regulatory system in S. meliloti cells  
To screen for the possibility of ExoS/ChvI system in sensing the ions of NaCl and 
CaCl2, the S. meliloti cells were grown in the presence of NaCl and CaCl2 (Figure 3-4). The 
following S. meliloti mutants, exoS96, exoR95exoS*, exoS107chvI107 were added to and 
analyzed using calcofluor fluorescence. 
Wild type Rm1021 was dark on TYO/CF without salts, but up-regulated succinoglycan 
production on TYO/CF with higher concentrations of NaCl and CaCl2,  and appeared dim.   The 
exoR95 mutant was bright regardless if grown on TYO/CF with or without NaCl and CaCl2.  
The exoS suppressor mutation in the exoR95 mutant of the exoR95exoS* mutant was able to 
restore the fluorescent phenotype to wild type levels on TYO/CF with or without NaCl and 
CaCl2.   
On LB/MC/CF agar, the exoS96 mutant produces high levels of succinoglycan (as 
previously described in Chapter 2).  It was surprising that the exoS96 was dark on TYO/CF 
agar.  The addition of 5 mM NaCl or 25 mM CaCl2 to TYO/CF up-regulated of succinoglycan 
production in the exoS96 mutant, which appeared bright.  The exoS96 mutant produces the 
ExoS protein with a mutation in the periplasmic-domain.  This increase in succinoglycan 
production is most likely due to the ions affecting the stability of the interaction between 
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periplasmic ExoR and ExoS96 membrane-bound protein.  So, the exoS96 mutant can respond to 
changes in chemicals in its surrounding although it shares many similar phenotypes with 
exoR95.  The concentrations of 5 mM NaCl and 25 mM CaCl2 is very likely sufficient to 
weaken this interaction, resulting in a free and active ExoS96 protein to activate ChvI protein 
and up-regulate the exo genes and succinoglycan production.  This result is not seen in the wild 
type or other S. meliloti strains with auto-regulated or high amounts of ExoR, and it is likely 
that higher concentrations are needed to destabilize the interaction between the ExoR and the 
functional ExoS, in order to turn on the RSI Invasion Switch and up-regulate succinoglycan 
production.   
The exoS107chvI107 double mutant showed an up-regulation of succinoglycan 
production even in the presence of 50 mM NaCl or 50 mM CaCl2.  The exoS107chvI107 mutant 
was created in an attempt to delete the exoS.  However, the attempt to delete this gene was not 
successful, which suggested that exoS is an essential gene for S. meliloti.  The mutation in the 
chvI region of the exoS107chvI mutant could up-regulate succinoglycan production in the 
presence of NaCl and CaCl2.   This mutation did not block function of the RSI Invasion Switch 
and supports our understanding that ExoR is the sensor of the switch.  
 
3.3.5. The motility response of S. meliloti to sodium and calcium, indicates the 
involvement of the RSI Invasion Switch in sensing 
Previous research has shown that the RSI Invasion Switch is involved in regulating 
motility (40, 46, 182) .  The free-living S. meliloti engage in flagella production, while turning 
off succinoglycan production.  To further examine ExoR in the RSI Invasion Switch, we also 
analyzed the ability of S. meliloti to swim in presence of ions of NaCl and CaCl2. S. meliloti 
wild type Rm1021 did not swim in the TYO soft (0.3%) agar without added salts.  This was 
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unusual since Rm1021 that does not have mutations in the exoR and exoS regulatory genes 
typically swim in LB/MC (40, 46, 182)  Since Rm1021 did not express succinoglycan in 
TYO/CF without salts, and did not swim in TYO (0.3%) without added salts, we suspect that 
that the levels of ExoR were not affected by the normal concentration of CaCl2 and NaCl in 
TYO.  The addition of NaCl or CaCl2 to TYO (0.3%), as a signal, resulted in swimming of wild 
type cells. 
Both the ExoR and the ExoS proteins are involved in regulating flagella biosynthesis as 
well as swimming(40, 46, 182) Both exoR95 and exoS96 mutants do not synthesize flagella 
motility, and did not swim in the TYO (0.3%) without salts.  The exoR95 and exoS96 mutants 
did not swim when NaCl and CaCl2 was added to TYO (0.3%).  Adding the functional ExoR by 
plasmids, (pPtrpexoR) (pPlacexoR) or (pPexoRexoR), restored exoR95 mutant’s ability to swim in 
the presence of CaCl2 and NaCl. This confirmed the need of the ExoR protein for the swimming 
response. 
The first signal to be tested was NaCl.  The conditions for the experiment were: TYO 
(0.3%) without NaCl, and 5 - 400 mM NaCl in TYO (0.3%) (Figure 3-5).  The bacterium did 
not swim in 5 - 100 mM NaCl, but began to swim at 200 mM NaCl after 4 days.  The 
swimming declined at 300 mM NaCl.  Above 400 mM NaCl, S. meliloti did not swim due to 
poor growth.  This suggests the NaCl concentration in the range of  5 – 100 mM is likely to 
interfere with the interaction between periplasmic ExoRm and membrane-bound ExoS, since 
succinoglycan production was up-regulated, but swimming did not occur.  As NaCl increases to 
200 mM, S. meliloti may protect the ExoRm-ExoS interaction in the periplasm, such that the 
essential and functional ExoR levels are not reduced and S. meliloti swim.  
 The next signal to be tested was CaCl2.  S. meliloti could initiate swimming at lower 
concentration of CaCl2 than NaCl.  The conditions for the experiment were: TYO (0.3%) 
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without CaCl2, and 2.5 - 200 mM CaCl2 in TYO soft (0.3%) (Figure 3-6).  When 2.5 - 10 mM 
CaCl2 was added to TYO (0.3%), S. meliloti could swim.  When 100 mM CaCl2 was added, the 
swimming colonies are reduced in the wild type S. meliloti cells.  S. meliloti had slow growth 
and did swim at CaCl2 concentrations above 200 mM.  This suggests that the exoR gene 
expression is reduced in response to low CaCl2 concentration possibly through the interaction of  
ExoRm-ExoS.  This stable interaction would allow for the up-regulation of flagella biosynthesis 
and the down-regulation of succinoglycan production..  
To further examine swimming in the S. meliloti cells, both salts, NaCl and CaCl2, were 
added together to TYO (0.3%) (Figure 3-7).  The CaCl2 concentration was kept constant at 3.4 
mM while varying the NaCl concentrations.  Seemingly, S. meliloti could swim when NaCl was 
added at concentration from 25 mM – 400 mM, but decreased when 500 mM NaCl was added 
to TYO.  When increasing NaCl concentrations were added to low concentration of calcium 
(3.4 mM CaCl2), S. meliloti showed a swimming phenotype.  This may suggest that calcium 
may inhibit the effects of sodium by protecting the ExoRm protein from the effects of NaCl or 
by preventing NaCl from entering the sodium channels. 
Finally, the effect of osmotic pressure on swimming was examined by adding sucrose, 
as an osmolytes, to TYO (0.3%).  After 5 days, S. meliloti strains did not form swimming 
colonies (Figure 3-8).  The TYO medium with sucrose did not have any effect on the swimming 
patterns of the S. meliloti cells with functional ExoR.  This result, together with succinoglycan 
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3.3.6. The effects of potassium on succinoglycan production  
To determine if other salts may have a similar effect on succinoglycan production, KCl 
was the third salt to be tested in TYO/CF agar (Figure 3-9).  The result of adding KCl to the 
medium was different to the results of adding NaCl to medium (see detailed description in 
Chapter 3 (3.3.1)).  Wild type Rm1021 was dark at low concentrations from 5-100 mM KCl.  At 
200 mM and above, Rm1021 fluoresced dimly.  This indicated that the up-regulation of 
succinoglycan was stimulated by a concentration of approximately 200 mM KCl in Rm1021. 
However, Rm1021 and the exoR95 carrying the exoR-expressing plasmids, (pPtrpexoR) and 
(pPexoRexoR), up-regulated succinoglycan production and appeared dim, when high 
concentrations of KCl were added to the TYO/CF.  When low levels of ExoR were expressed 
from the promoter, exoR95(pPlacexoR) was bright on TYO/CF with a potassium concentration 
of 25 mM KCl and higher. 
 
3.3.7. The effects of magnesium on succinoglycan production  
The fourth salt to be tested for its effects on succinoglycan production in the S. meliloti 
strains was magnesium chloride (MgCl2) (Figure  3-10).  The result for adding MgCl2 to the 
medium was different to the results of adding NaCl to medium (see detailed description in 
Chapter 3 (3.3.1)). Rm1021 appeared dark in MgCl2 levels below 100 mM, but dimly fluoresced 
at 100 mM MgCl2.  However, Rm1021 and the exoR95 carrying the exoR-expressing plasmids, 
(pPtrpexoR)  and (pPexoRexoR), up-regulated succinoglycan production and appeared dim when 
high concentrations of MgCl2 was added to TYO/CF.  When low levels of ExoR protein were 
expressed from the lac promoter, the succinoglycan levels were up-regulated by 25 mM MgCl2. 
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3.3.8. The effects of salts in plant growth medium on succinoglycan 
production  
The screen was expanded to other salts that may be potential host signal and present in a 
successful S. meliloti-host alfalfa symbiosis (Figure 3-11).  These salts included, MgSO4, 
NH3Cl, K2HPO4, CaHPO4, Na2SO4 and FeCl3, were added individually to TYO/CF agar, and 
were examined to determine if they exhibited an effect on S. meliloti succinoglycan production.  
The salts tested were limited to the salts used in the laboratory for Jensen’s medium, which 
allow for successful symbiosis.  S. meliloti bright bluish-green fluorescent phenotype was 
detected in the exoR95(pPlacexoR), in the presence of six salts.  The exoR95(pPlacexoR) cells 
showed a bright calcofluor phenotype when grown in TYO/CF with 25 mM of CaHPO4, 
K2HPO4, and MgSO4. The bright CF color was induced in exoR95(pPlacexoR) when grown on 
TYO/CF with 50 mM NH3Cl in exoR95(pPlacexoR).  The exoR95(pPlacexoR) cells showed 
bright CF phenotype when grown in TYO/CF with 5 mM Na2SO4.  Since the same 
concentration NaCl and NaSO4 up-regulate succinoglycan production, this leads us to believe 
that the sodium ion, not chloride or sulfate is causing this effect. 
 
3.3.9. The effects of osmolytes on succinoglycan production 
The osmolytes, sucrose, was used to examine the possibility of the ExoR protein 
involvement in detecting osmotic stress (Figure 3-12).  Wild type Rm1021 cells appeared dark 
on the TYO/CF with sucrose.  The exoR95 mutant fluoresced brightly on TYO/CF with or 
without sucrose.  The addition of exoR gene by plasmid to exoR95 reduced their succinoglycan 
fluorescence on TYO/CF. The addition of 25 – 300 mM sucrose to TYO allowed 
exoR95(pPexoRexoR) and exoR95(pPlacexoR) mutant cells to appear bright.  
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Other carbohydrates and osmolytes were tested on the TYO/CF to see the effect on 
exoR95(pPlacexoR).  Both 100 and 200 mM of D-glucose up-regulated succinoglycan 
production in the exoR95(pPlacexoR).  Both L-glucose and polyethylene glycol (PEG 200) can 
be used to increase the osmotic pressure and is not used as a metabolite for S. meliloti.  
Noticeably, the osmolytes, L-glucose and PEG-200, did not have the same effect as sucrose or 
D-glucose. The exoR95(pPlacexoR) cells remained dark on TYO/CF with the addition of L-
glucose or PEG-200, which indicates that succinoglycan was not up-regulated.  Although no 
fluorescence was detected, the S. meliloti exoR95(pPlacexoR) cells showed a mucoidy 
appearance. 
Since the presence of the osmotic factor, sucrose, resulted in the up-regulation of 
succinoglycan, however, other tested osmolytes (L-glucose and PEG-200) did not induce the 
bright succinoglycan phenotype in the exoR95(pPlacexoR).  Because the addition of L-glucose or 
PEG-200 had this effect, it is likely that osmotic pressure in not detected by ExoR to turn on the 
RSI Invasion Switch.  
 
3.3.10. The effects of two flavonoids on succinoglycan production  
The plant growth compound, apigenin and luteolin, can be detected by S. meliloti 
(Figure 3-13).  These plant growth compounds can induce the expression of the nodulation 
(nod) genes and is required in the initial stages of symbiosis. Transcription of the nod genes has 
been activated 10 µM of luteolin (132).  Concentrations of 10 µM and 20 µM luteolin and 
apigenin were added to the TYO/CF agar to examine their effect on  succinoglycan production. 
Wild type Rm1021 cells appeared dark on the TYO/CF with and without the additions luteolin 
and apigenin.  However, exoR95 mutant was bright, and over-produced succinoglycan in 
TYO/CF without or with luteolin and apigenin.  The addition of the exoR gene in exoR95 
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mutant by plasmid in (pPlacexoR)  did showed an increase in succinoglycan expression in 
TYO/CF with luteolin and apigenin.  This suggests that the plant flavonoids may not result in 
changes of the ExoR sensor to up-regulate succinoglycan production. 
 
3.3.11.   The effects of acidity on succinoglycan production  
To test if acidic pH can up-regulate succinoglycan production, S.meliloti were grown on 
TYO/CF agar at an acidic pH (Figure 3-14).  The pH that was tested included: pH 5.5, pH 5.75, 
and pH 6.  The exoR95 mutant was bright on the TYO/CF under an acidic pH. The 
exoR95(pPlacexoR) cells also fluoresced brightly on TYO/CF under an acidic pH, without the 
addition of salts.  Both exoR95(pPexoRexoR) and exoR95(pPtrpexoR) remained dim at low pH and 
NaCl induced TYO medium. These results were consistent in both an acidic TYO/CF with MES 
or without the MES buffer added.  The S. meliloti cells up-regulated succinoglycan production 





A search for signals in the infection chamber can turn on the ExoR-ExoS/ChvI (RSI) 
Invasion Switch 
During symbiosis, S. meliloti encounters host signals causing it to switch from the free-
living to the host-invading form. This switch is performed by the RSI Invasion Switch, and is 
likely to occur inside the infection chamber of the root hairs, which is located in the 
rhizosphere.  To select for possible host signals that may be sensed by S. meliloti, we focused on 
the S. meliloti strain exoR95(pPlacexoR), an exoR95 the mutant that expressed exoR from a weak 
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plasmid. In the absence of the host signal, the low ExoR levels from the plasmid suppress the 
loss-of-function exoR95 phenotypes.  However, in the presence of the signal, the reduction of 
ExoR protein levels will no longer suppress the exoR95 mutation, so that exoR95(pPlacexoR) 
produces large amounts of succinoglycan and appears bright when using CF.  The production of 
up-regulating succinoglycan would lead us to the true host signals sensed by ExoR that turn on 
the RSI Invasion Switch. 
To analyze these signals, we used TYO medium, which has a reduced ionic and osmotic 
strength and resulted in a non-fluorescent and non-swimming phenotype of S. meliloti.  This 
would allow us to test for and observe the effect of possible host signals that trigger the up-
regulation of succinoglycan production and would lead to the discovery of signals sensed by the 
ExoR protein and turn on the RSI Invasion Switch.  We have provided a number of potential 
host signals in the infection chamber that may be involved up-regulating succinoglycan 
production, which is required in forming infection thread during the earliest stages of symbiosis. 
 
Several salts are at the hierarchy of possible signals in the infection chamber that can 
control the ExoR-ExoS/ChvI (RSI) Invasion Switch 
At the start of symbiosis, the host-invading S. meliloti cells up-regulate the production of 
succinoglycan.  Succinoglycan production is regulated by the RSI Invasion Switch.  The ExoR 
protein sensor in the RSI Invasion Switch may be involved in recognizing many of the factors, 
including salts, carbohydrates, pH, and osmotic signals.  To screen these factors for potential 
host signals that are sensed by ExoR protein, a series of S. meliloti strains with different exoR-
expressing plasmids, including the most sensitive strain, exoR95(pPlacexoR), were analyzed for 
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changes in succinoglycan production when grown on CF medium with the chemical factor.  The 
differences in the exoR-expressing plasmids were described previously in Chapter 2.   
Initially, we tested several salts since ions should be considered as extracellular signals.  
Divalent ions, such as calcium and magnesium, have been shown to control signaling 
transduction pathways.  PhoQ system is control by magnesium levels regulating virulence in 
pathogenic bacteria (23, 36), and changes in calcium levels of the parathyroid may leads to 
hypocalcemia in humans (34).  Here, we focused on sodium and calcium ions as being possible 
host signsl that can turn on the RSI Invasion Switch.  The concentration of sodium and calcium 
ions in the environment can control the switch, and determine if S. meliloti will be in the free-
living or the host invading form.  Since these two ions, sodium and calcium, can inversely 
control the succinoglycan production and flagella expression, they should be considered as 
signals that can turn on and off the RSI Invasion Switch.  This supports our hypothesis that 
persistent salt concentration may interfere with the: (1) the stability of the ExoR protein and (2) 
the auto-regulation of the ExoR protein in the RSI Invasion Switch.  Once the ExoR is no longer 
interacting with ExoS, the exo genes can be up-regulated, which can result in the detectable and 
high levels of succinoglycan.  Other ions need to be further examined for their influence on the 
switch. 
 
Acidity can turn on the RSI Invasion Switch  
We examined low pH as a signal since the Agrobacterium’s ExoR and ChvG/ChvI 
TCRS can sense acid (79, 180).   Both Agrobacterium and Sinorhizobium have ExoR proteins 
that regulate homologous TCRS.  The S. meliloti cells can survive at low pH and engage in 
symbiosis with alfalfa plant (155). The nodulation of the alfalfa typically declines with high 
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ionic salt concentration and low pH (~5.6) in the rhizophere.  Both the alfalfa and rhizobia can 
tolerate pH levels between 6 and 8 (118). As the pH shifts towards an acidic pH of 5.75, the exo 
genes are up-regulated, while the flagellar genes are down-regulated (80).  However, at lower 
pH the survival of the S. meliloti declines after a pH of 5.75.  S. meliloti do not survive at a pH 
of 5.5 or lower in Vincent’s minimal medium (VMM) medium.   
 An acidic pH resulted high in fluorescence, indicating that acid can up-regulate 
succinoglycan production.  Although acid can turn on the RSI Invasion Switch, it can not 
control the changes of the RSI Invasion Switch since it does not have the ability to inversely 
coordinate the expression of succinoglycan and flagella (flagella results not shown).  Acid in the 
infection chamber may also enhance the transport of other ions such as sodium, which may turn 
on the switch. 
 
Hyperosmolarity is not sensed by the RSI Invasion Switch   
Sucrose can up-regulate the genes involved in succinoglycan production (47).   Sucrose, 
along with PEG-200 have been used to induce osmotic pressure (172) .  After increasing the 
concentration of carbohydrates (D-glucose and sucrose) in TYO/CF agar, succinoglycan 
production was observed in the wild type S. meliloti cells.  However, L-glucose and PEG-200 
do not increase succinoglycan fluorescence.  Hyperosmolarity is not sensed through the RSI 
Invasion Switch since it does not have the ability to inversely coordinate the expression of 
succinoglycan and flagella.  The up-regulation of succinoglycan by sucrose may be due to the 
increase in substrates used in synthesizing succinoglycan, or the expression of the exo gene 
through a pathway not involving RSI Invasion Switch. 
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The ExoS/ChvI two-component regulatory system (TCRS) is involved in sensing signals 
ExoR functions together with ExoS/ChvI TCRS in the sensing of ionic substances, such 
as NaCl and CaCl2.  The ExoR protein in the periplasm interacts with ExoS protein with the in 
the RSI Invasion Switch.  It is likely that ExoR, together with the ExoS/ChvI  two-component 
regulatory system (TCRS) is involved in sensing salts in the environment.  The interaction 
between ExoR and ExoS/ChvI TCRS leads to the down-regulation of the exo genes and the up-
regulation of succinoglycan production. The low concentration of NaCl (5 mM NaCl) and high 
concentration of calcium (25 mM CaCl2) is very likely sufficient to weaken this interaction, 
resulting in a free and active ExoS protein to activate ChvI protein and up-regulate the exo 
genes and succinoglycan production.  However, high concentration of 25 mM of calcium are 
less likely to be found in the infection chamber, as these high concentration may impair 
symbiosis.  The effects of ionic substances, and other potential host signals on the ExoS/ChvI 
TCRS need to be further examined. 
 
S. meliloti swimming phenotype is different in response to two possible host signals 
The coordinated biosynthesis of both flagella and exopolysaccharide has been identified 
in many bacterium-host interactions and pathogenicity.  In symbiosis, the flagella play an 
important role in S. meliloti-host interactions as it helps the bacterium engage in chemotaxis 
toward the root hairs of the host, ultimately making their way to the infection chamber. In the 
infection chamber, S. meliloti converts from the free-living to the host-invading form, which 
produces succinoglycan.  In S. meliloti, the inversely coordinated expression of flagella and 
succinoglycan production are regulated by the RSI Invasion Switch at the gene level. The 
expression of the genes regulated by the RSI Invasion Switch could lead to physiological or 
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structural changes in the flagella. The flagella down-regulation by the RSI Invasion Switch was 
detected and examined  in exoR95 and exoS96, which showed reduced motility, yet over-
produced succinoglycan.  Suppressor mutations in the genes involved in the RSI Invasion 
Switch can restore flagella biosynthesis and swimming in the exoR95 and exoS96 mutants. 
The S. meliloti encounter many chemicals at the start of symbiosis that affect the RSI 
Invasion Switch and flagella production.  We have used the swimming phenotype to screen for 
the involvement of the RSI Invasion Switch on sensing possible host signals, such as NaCl and 
CaCl2, and osmotic pressure.  
In conclusion, combinations of true host signals must be present to change the bacterium 
from a free-living to host-invading form in the rhizosphere.  Based on our results, the changes in 
sodium or calcium concentration can trigger the RSI Invasion Switch, and have potential to be 
host signals.  Furthermore, we showed that the two ions of sodium and calcium are sensed 
independently of each other, by the RSI Invasion Switch.  The combined results of 
succinoglycan and flagella phenotypic responses suggest that ExoR can distinguish between 
ions and other signals.  
 
S. meliloti cells are exposed to ionic stress in the rhizosphere and infection chamber of the 
root hairs 
Although the exact composition of the infection chamber is unknown, the environmental 
space is likely just as diverse and chemically specific as the rhizosphere.  The bacterium’s 
sensing mechanisms should help it detect when it moves from the rhizosphere to the infection 
chamber.  The rhizosphere is has a high ionic and osmotic strength due to the influence of 
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bacterial secretion, exudates of several plant, root-derived signals, irrigation, sea water, and 
fertilizers  (118, 120).  The presence of salt can impose stress and even impair S. meliloti-alfalfa 
symbiosis (188).   Salt can create either osmotic or ionic stress.  Ionic strength is quite different 
from osmotic pressure: ionic strength is caused by the ionic concentration of salts, while 
osmotic pressure can be caused by chemicals in the rhizosphere other than salt.  
Fortunately,  S. meliloti has adopted many mechanisms to tolerate the ever-changing, 
harsh environment of the rhizosphere.  The growth of S. meliloti and the host alfalfa is inhibited 
by high salinity of the rhizosphere, in which the host alfalfa is much more sensitive to the high 
salt concentration than its symbiotic partner S. meliloti.  In response to a stressful environment 
created by salt or osmotic pressure, S. meliloti regulates the expression of genes involved in 
quorum sensing and in exopolysaccharide, lipopolysaccharide, and flagella production, which 
may or may not be associated with the RSI Invasion Switch (26).  S. meliloti may protect the 
cell against the stress of these conditions by incorporating substances, such as potassium (K), or 
other low-molecular weight organic substances, including trehalose, glutamate, glycine betaine, 
and choline (10, 27-34). 
The free-living S. meliloti up-regulates flagella biosynthesis.  These free-living bacteria 
can grow optimally in the presence of an environment containing several salts; however, there is 
still a limit to the amount of salt that S. meliloti can tolerate. The free-living S. meliloti can 
inhabit environments with up to 300 – 400 mM NaCl,  with growth declining at 500 mM NaCl 
(47) 1.  Unlike free-living S. meliloti, the symbiotically active form tends to be more sensitive to 
salt,  (53)  often having difficulty dealing with solute concentrations greater than 300 mM (160). 
. 
                                                
1	  This	  was	  noted	  in	  TY	  medium	  by	  Beringer.	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It is likely the that environment of the infection chamber is lower ionic strength than the 
rhizosphere since high salt, high ionic conditions, and high osmolarity can have a negative 
affect on S. meliloti-alfalfa symbiosis (188).  The symbiotic, host invading S. meliloti cells up-
regulate their succinoglycan production and down-regulate flagella biosynthesis.  An increase 5 
mM NaCl to ionic strength of TYO medium, having reduced calcium, magnesium, potassium, 
chloride, sulfate, and phosphate ions, was sufficient to up-regulate succinoglycan production.  
This makes low sodium and low calcium potential signal to initiate symbiosis.  High salt 
concentrations, such as 25 mM of NaCl or CaCl2, are less likely to be found in the region of the 
infection chamber.   
Once inside of the nodule, the S. meliloti is likely to face a lower osmotic potential and 
less ionic stress than the bacterium outside of the nodule (57).  The environment of the TYO 
medium may reflect the low-ionic condition of the nodule.  The bacteria inside the nodule 
down-regulate succinoglycan production (148).  Further examination of the chemicals in the 
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Table 3-1. Preparation of plant growth signals. 
Materials Amount (per Liter) 
Apigenin 27 mg 
Luteolin 4.90 mg 
 


































Figure 3- 1. The model of the exoR95(pHC530) used in the succinoglycan screen. 
The exoR gene is expressed from an inducible lac promoter on plasmid (pHC530) in the exoR95 
background. This strain was most sensitive to changes host signals. 
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Figure 3- 2.  Composite image of showing the effect of ions in sodium chloride on 
succinoglycan production in  S. meliloti cells. 
The ExoR protein was expressed in the wild type Rm1021 and exoR95 mutant backgrounds to 
determine succinoglycan production, as determined by the levels of colony brightness on 
calcofluor – containing TYO medium, and TYO supplemented with increasing NaCl 
concentrations.  The plasmids used for expression were (pPtrpexoR), (pPexoRexoR), and 
(pPlacexoR).  
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Figure 3- 3. Composite image of showing the effect of ions in calcium chloride on 
succinoglycan production in  S. meliloti cells. 
The ExoR protein was expressed in the wild type Rm1021 and exoR95 mutant backgrounds to 
determine succinoglycan production, as determined by the levels of colony brightness on 
calcofluor – containing TYO medium, and TYO supplemented with increasing CaCl2 
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Figure 3- 4. Composite image of showing the effect of ions in sodium chloride and calcium 
chloride on succinoglycan production in  S. meliloti exoS mutant derivatives. 
Wildtype S. meliloti Rm1021,  exoR95exoS*, and exoS mutants, exoS96 and exoS107chvI107, 
were grown to determine the succinoglycan production, as determined by the brightness on 
calcofluor-containing TYO medium and TYO supplemented with increasing NaCl or CaCl2 
concentrations. 
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Figure 3- 5. Composite image of showing the effect of ions in sodium chloride on motility 
in  S. meliloti cells. 
The ExoR protein was expressed in the wild type Rm1021 and exoR95 mutant backgrounds to 
determine the flagellum production, as determined by the size of the swimming colonies TYO 
medium and TYO supplemented with increasing NaCl concentrations. The plasmids used for 
expression were (pPtrpexoR), (pPexoRexoR), and (pPlacexoR).  
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Figure 3- 6. Composite image of showing the effect of ions in calcium chloride on motility 
in  S. meliloti cells. 
The ExoR protein was expressed in the wild type Rm1021 and exoR95 mutant backgrounds to 
determine the flagellum production, as determined by the size of the swimming colonies TYO 
medium and TYO supplemented with increasing CaCl2 concentrations. The plasmids used for 
expression were (pPtrpexoR), (pPexoRexoR), and (pPlacexoR).  
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Figure 3- 7. Composite image of showing the effects of ions in 3.4 mM CaCl2 combined 
with different concentration of  NaCl on motility in S. meliloti.  
The ExoR protein was expressed in the wild type Rm1021 and exoR95 mutant backgrounds to 
determine the flagellum production, as determined by the size of the swimming colonies TYO 
medium, and TYO medium supplemented 3.4 mM CaCl2 TYO with increasing NaCl 
concentrations.. The plasmids used for expression were (pPtrpexoR), (pPexoRexoR), and 
(pPlacexoR).  
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Figure 3- 8. Composite image of showing the effects of sucrose on swimming in S. meliloti.  
The ExoR protein was expressed in the wild type Rm1021 and exoR95 mutant backgrounds to 
determine the flagellum production, as determined by the size of the swimming colonies TYO 
medium, and TYO supplemented with increasing sucrose concentrations. The plasmids used for 
expression were (pPtrpexoR), (pPexoRexoR), and (pPlacexoR).  
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Figure 3- 9. Composite image of showing the effects of ions in potassium chloride on 
succinoglycan production in  S. meliloti cells. 
The ExoR protein was expressed in the wild type Rm1021 and exoR95 mutant backgrounds to 
determine succinoglycan production, as determined by the levels of colony brightness on 
calcofluor – containing TYO medium, and TYO supplemented with increasing KCl 
concentrations.  The plasmids used for expression were (pPtrpexoR), (pPexoRexoR), and 
(pPlacexoR).  




Figure 3- 10. Composite image of showing the effects of ions in magnesium chloride on 
succinoglycan production in  S. meliloti cells.  
The ExoR protein was expressed in the wild type Rm1021 and exoR95 mutant backgrounds to 
determine succinoglycan production, as determined by the levels of colony brightness on 
calcofluor – containing TYO medium, and TYO supplemented with increasing MgCl2 
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Figure 3- 11. Composite image of showing the effect of salts used in plant growth medium 
on succinoglycan production in  S. meliloti cells. 
The ExoR protein was expressed in the wild type Rm1021 and exoR95 mutant backgrounds to 
determine succinoglycan production, as determined by the levels of colony brightness on 
calcofluor – containing TYO medium, and TYO supplemented with increasing A) chloride 
(NHCl3 & FeCl3), B) phosphate (CaPO4 & K2HPO4), and C) sulfate (Na2SO4 & MgSO4) 
concentrations. The plasmids used for expression were (pPtrpexoR), (pPexoRexoR), and 
(pPlacexoR).  
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Figure 3- 12. Composite image of showing the effect of osmolytes on succinoglycan 
production in  S. meliloti cells. 
The ExoR protein was expressed in the wild type Rm1021 and exoR95 mutant backgrounds to 
determine succinoglycan production, as determined by the levels of colony brightness on 
calcofluor – containing TYO medium, and TYO supplemented with increasing osmolytes, A) 
D-glucose and B) sucrose, and osmotic factors, C) L-glucose & PEG-200, concentrations. The 
plasmids used for expression were (pPtrpexoR), (pPexoRexoR), and (pPlacexoR).  
 




Figure 3- 13. Composite image of showing the effect of flavonoids on succinoglycan 
production in  S. meliloti cells. 
The ExoR protein was expressed in the wild type Rm1021 and exoR95 mutant backgrounds to 
determine succinoglycan production, as determined by the levels of colony brightness on 
calcofluor – containing TYO medium, and TYO supplemented with increasing concentrations 
of flavonoids, A) apigenin and B) luteolin. The plasmids used for expression were (pPtrpexoR), 
(pPexoRexoR), and (pPlacexoR).  
  10 µM 
  10 µM 
  20 µM 
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Figure 3- 14. Composite image of showing the effect on succinoglycan production in  S. 
meliloti cells. 
The ExoR protein was expressed in the wild type Rm1021 and exoR95 mutant backgrounds to 
determine succinoglycan production, as determined by the levels of colony brightness on 
calcofluor – containing, A) TYO medium at pH 7, and acidic TYO medium at B) pH 5.5, C) pH 
5.75, and D) pH 6 TY, supplemented with increasing 5-25 mM NaCl concentrations. 
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Chapter 4 The effects of ions on the expression of the exoR 




ExoR-ExoS/ChvI (RSI) Invasion Switch regulates expression of succinoglycan producing 
exoY and exoR genes 
S. meliloti switches from the free-living to the host-invading form by responding to 
changes in its environment.  These changes can be detected by the RSI Invasion Switch, which 
allows for this conversion between the two forms.  In the host-invading S. meliloti, the RSI 
Invasion Switch is on, such that, the bacterium engages strictly in succinoglycan production, 
and not flagella synthesis.  The ExoR protein may function as a sensor of signals in the 
environment to turn on this switch, thereby, regulating the expression of a number of genes 
involved in symbiosis, including those required for succinoglycan production (143, 164, 165) .  
The succinoglycan polymer is synthesized by 22 exo genes, which include exoY and exoR, and 
several exs genes (12, 67, 68, 123, 146, 148) .   
 
Ions in the environment can up-regulate expression of the succinoglycan-producing genes  
Previous studies showed that NaCl can up-regulate the expression of exo genes, exoK 
and exoH, which are among the many genes required for succinoglycan production (10, 71).  
Later studies and microarray data by Dominguez-Ferreras showed, 539 of 1,003 differentially 
expressed genes on S. meliloti’s large megaplasmid, pSymB, were up-regulated in response 
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NaCl (47).  Many of these genes up-regulated are required for symbiosis, and are involved in 
the production of succinoglycan, lipopolysaccharide, capsular polysaccharides, and cyclic ß-
(132)-glucan.  In addition, other genes up-regulated on pSymB were related to glycogen 
metabolism (glgA2, glgB2, and glgX2), stress response (such as rpo genes and trehelose 
synthesis genes), and genes for managing cell and envelope stress, which may serve a role in 
protecting S. melitloti during the symbiosis.  On the contrary, NaCl was found to down-regulate 
many genes, including those involved in motility and chemotaxis (fla and che genes).  
 
Ions can up-regulate succinoglycan exo genes, exoY and exoR. 
 Multiple ions can up-regulate succinoglycan as detected in the calcofluor screen 
previously described in Chapter 3.   To determine if changes of succinoglycan production were 
due to changes at the gene level, we measured the status of the exo genes, exoR and exoY, by 
measuring their expression from promoter activities using a gfp-gene fusion, in the absence and 
presence of possible host signals, including salts (NaCl and CaCl2).  We found that the 
expression of exoR and exoY genes was affected differently by NaCl and CaCl2. We found that 
low concentration of NaCl up-regulated exo gene expression, while low concentration of CaCl2 
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4.2. METHODS AND MATERIALS 
 
4.2.1. Bacterial strains, plasmids, and growth medium 
(See detailed description in Chapter 2 (2.2.1)) 
 
4.2.2. Measurement of the exo genes, exoY and exoR, promoter activities 
GFP fluorescence intensity was used to measure the exoY and exoR promoter activities 
in S. meliloti carrying the plasmids of either pPexoYgfp or pPexoRgfp construct (63; 113).  Briefly, 
the bacterial cultures were grown in LB/MC medium overnight.  The cells were washed and 
resuspended in TYO medium with no added salt to an OD600 = 0.05.  The cells were then 
incubated for 4 hours in TYO medium.  Following the 4 hour period, NaCl, CaCl2, sucrose, 
acid, or plant extract were added individually to the bacterial cultures in a black 24-well 
microplate (black plate with clear bottom).  The GFP expression and cell densities were 
measured every 10 minutes.  The diluted cultures were transferred into wells (1mL/well) in a 
black 24-well microplate.  The microplate was placed into the fluorescence microplate reader 
(BioTek, Synergy, H1 Reader) to determine the GFP fluorescence intensities and the cell 
density (OD600).  The GFP fluorescence intensity of individual cell suspensions was normalized 
to its corresponding cell density using the Gen5 2.0 computer program setup using Table 4-1.  
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4.3. RESULTS 
 
4.3.1. The succinoglycan phenotype of S. meliloti with exoR promoter::gfp 
fusions and exoY promoter::gfp fusions 
Prior to analyzing the exo gene activity in response to the potential host signals, the 
succinoglycan phenotype was examined.  The gfp gene was fused to the exoY and exoR 
promoter regions in each plasmid.  Each of the plasmids was conjugated into the Rm1021 or the 
exoR95 mutant.  The up-regulation of succinoglycan was detected in S. meliloti cells carrying 
the gfp gene fusion on plasmids, (pPexoYgfp) or (pPexoRgfp), and in S. meliloti cells carrying the 
gfp gene fusion on the plasmid and exoR-expressing plasmids, (pPexoYgfp + PlacexoR) or 
(pPexoRgfp + PlacexoR) (Figure 4-1).   Rm1021 appeared showed dim fluorescence on 
LB/MC/CF. The Rm1021 cells carrying plasmids (pPexoYgfp), (pPexoRgfp), (pPexoYgfp + P 
lacexoR), or (pPexoRgfp + PlacexoR) were dim and similar to Rm1021.   
 The exoR95 mutant appeared bright and mucoidy on LB/MC/CF.  The exoR95 
containing plasmids (pPexoYgfp) and (pPexoRgfp) were bright and mucoidy on LB/MC/CF when 
compared to Rm1021. The complementation of exoR gene using (pPlacexoR) in the exoR95 
mutant carrying the (pPexoYgfp) and (pPexoRgfp), reduced the fluorescence and showed dim, but 
less mucoidy than the exoR95 mutant. This result suggests that the plasmid insertions did not 
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4.3.2.  The response of the exoY and exoR gene to laboratory media 
To determine if the succinoglycan increase to changes in the host environment was due 
to a changes in the expression of the exo genes, we monitored the promoter activities of exoR 
and exoY in the S. meliloti Rm1021 and exoR95 cells with or without the exoR-expressing 
plasmid were grown in four different laboratory media (TYO, TY*, LB, and LB/MC).  The 
plasmids (pPexoYgfp) or (pPexoYgfp + PlacexoR) were placed into the wild type Rm1021 and 
exoR95 backgrounds (Figure 4-2).  Rm1021 and exoR95(pPlacexoR) responded dramatically to 
changes in media, while exoR95 did not.  In TYO medium, exoY expression was 21, 531± 1,895 
and 22, 537± 352 for Rm1021 and exoR95(pPlacexoR), respectively. While,  exoR expression 
was 26, 259±435 and 25, 153±57 for Rm1021 and exoR95(pPlacexoR), respectively.  The 
addition of divalent ions, 3.4 mM CaCl2 to TYO medium, CaCl2 and MgCl2 to LB medium, 
resulted in the decrease in exoR and exoY expression. However, adding acid to TYO medium, 
TYO pH 5.75, increased exoR and exoY expression.  These results suggest that a functional 
exoR gene in S. meliloti is required for response to its environment.  Both exoY and exoR gene 
expression changes are influence in different ways by the contents in its environment. 
  
4.3.4.  Effects of salt and osmolytes on exoY and exoR gene expression  
To determine if the succinoglycan increases in the presence of ionic host signals are due 
to changes in exo gene expression, the exo activities in exoR95(pPlacexoR) mutant was 
monitored in real time  (Figure 4-4).  The plasmid, (pPexoYgfp) or (pPexoRgfp), was placed in 
exoR95(pPlacexoR).  S. meliloti strains were grown in TYO medium without either additional 
NaCl or CaCl2.  After 8 hours of exposure to NaCl, exoY and exoR activities increased in the 
presence of sodium concentration of 1-50 mM NaCl the, but the activities decreased from 100-
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200 mM NaCl.  The exposure to CaCl2  had a different effect on the exoY and exoR activities.  
However, the exoY and exoR activities decreased in the presence of calcium concentrations of  
1-25 mM CaCl2 decreased.  The addition of 1 mM EGTA blocked the decrease of exoY and 
exoR activities due to 1 mM CaCl2.   This suggests that the ions, NaCl and CaCl2, may alter the 
succinoglycan production by modulating the exoY and exoR gene expression.  NaCl increases 
exoY and exoR gene expression, while CaCl2 decreases it. 
 
4.3.5. Sucrose up-regulated exoY gene expression, but not exoR gene 
expression 
To determine if succinoglycan increase in the presence of osmotic pressure was due to 
changes in exo gene expression, the exo activity in exoR95(pPlacexoR) was examined in real 
time (Figure 4-5).  The plasmid, (pPexoYgfp) or (pPexoRgfp), was placed in exoR95(pPlacexoR).  S. 
meliloti strains were grown in TYO medium without the signal, sucrose.  Sucrose was added 4 
hours later used to test the effect of osmotic pressure.  After 8 hours exposure to different 
concentrations of sucrose, exoY activity increased, but exoR activity did not change.   These 
finding further raises the possibility that sucrose stimulated succinoglycan production through 
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4.4 DISCUSSION 
 
The potential host or environmental signals maybe sensed by the RSI Invasion Switch in 
regulating changes in gene expression 
While sensing environmental change, S. meliloti experience physiological and 
biochemical changes that affect its enzymatic activity, protein transport, and gene expression.  
Several possible host signals, including the salts (NaCl and CaCl2), acid, and osmotic pressure, 
have been shown to up-regulate the production of succinoglycan (previously described in 
Chapter 3).  To examine if succinoglycan and flagella phenotypes are consistent with changes at 
the gene level, the promoter activity of exoY and exoR were monitored in the presence of 
possible signals. The exoY and exoR genes are up-regulated in the presence low sodium 
concentrations, but down-regulated by low calcium concentrations. 
 
  S. melitloti exoR and exoY genes are expressed differently in each laboratory media  
The ExoR protein is required for the down-regulation of succinoglycan at the 
transcriptional level in media containing calcium or magnesium (92). Without the functional 
ExoR protein, exoY and exoR activities in exoR95 remained high and constant in TYO and TY* 
medium, although the  TY* has more CaCl2 than TYO.  Similarly, exoY and exoR activities in 
exoR95 remained high in LB and LB/MC medium.  The exoR95 mutant did not respond to the 
addition of calcium ions.  However, in exoR95 mutant, the exo gene expression decreased in the 
cells grown in LB in comparison to TYO, suggesting of some partial function of ExoR95m in 
exoR95 in sensing drastic changes of the chemicals in its surroundings. 
However, exoR95(pPlacexoR ) carrying the exoR-expressing plasmid to complement the 
loss-of-function exoR mutation, could respond to the chemicals in the environment. The exoY 
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and exoR activities in the exoR95(pPlacexoR ) declined in TY*, but were elevated in TYO.  In 
LB/MC, the exoY and exoR activities in the exoR95(pPlacexoR ) also declined when compared to 
LB. This suggests that the exoY and exoR promoter activities were down-regulated in the 
presence of the CaCl2. The functional ExoR protein is required for S. meliloti to sense the 
chemicals in the environment and the small differences of ions in the two media.  
TYO adjusted to an acidic pH had a different effect on exoY and exoR activities in 
exoR95(pPlacexoR ) than CaCl2. The acid up-regulated the exo gene activities.  This is consistent 
with the finding that the down-shift of pH can up-regulate succinoglycan production.  In 
addition to ions, acid should be considered when examining potential signals that can turn on 
the RSI Invasion Switch. 
 
 
Low concentrations of sodium up-regulated exo, exoR and exoY, genes expression 
The exoR95(pPlacexoR) had an increase in exoY and exoR activities, in response to low 
concentration of sodium (5-100 mM NaCl), but declined in higher concentrations of sodium 
(100-200 mM), in TYO medium.  These results suggest that exoR genes are up-regulated in the 
presence of sodium ions.  The periplasmic ExoRm is required for exoR and exoY at the 
transcriptional level for response to sodium ions (i.e., NaCl). The fact that exo gene levels 
increase in the presence of the low sodium concentrations may be due to the instability of 
periplasmic ExoRm in response to low sodium concentrations.  Low sodium may be sufficient to 
interfere with the interaction between ExoRm and ExoS.  As a result, the switch will be turned 
on and the production of succinoglycan will be up-regulated, while flagella production is down-
regulated. 
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The fact that exo gene levels decreased in the presence of the high sodium 
concentrations may be due to the stability of the low amount of ExoRm remaining in the 
periplasm.  At high sodium concentrations, the interaction between ExoRm and ExoS may be 
stabilized.  As a result, the switch is turned off, and the production of succinoglycan down-
regulated, while flagella expression is up-regulated.  In S. meliloti, the exoR gene is down-
regulated at high concentrations of NaCl, and may explain why swimming increases at this 
concentration.  These changes to exoY and exoR activities support the inverse regulation of 
succinoglycan and flagella phenotypes. 
 
Low concentrations of calcium down-regulated exo, exoR and exoY, gene expression 
Low concentrations of CaCl2 down-regulated exo gene activity. The exoR95(pPlacexoR) 
cells showed a decrease in exoY and exoR activities in response to low concentrations of CaCl2 
in the TYO medium.  This result suggests that exo genes expression changes in response to the 
presence of calcium ions (i.e., CaCl2).  The ExoR protein is required for the down-regulation of 
exoR and exoY at the transcriptional level. The fact that gene levels decreased in the presence of 
the calcium ions may be due to the increased stability of ExoRm.  This may increase the 
interaction between ExoRm and ExoS, and reduce exo gene expression. As a result, the switch 
will be turned off, and the production of succinoglycan is down-regulated, and flagella genes 
are up-regulated.  
 
Osmotic pressure had no effect on the exoR gene expression, but up-regulated exoY gene 
expression 
Sucrose was used to test if osmotic pressure, and not the ions, were responsible for the 
increase in the exo gene activity at the transcriptional level.  This suggests osmotic pressure is 
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not sensed by ExoRm and is unable turn on the RSI Invasion Switch and up-regulate exoR 
genes. Since osmotic pressure had no effect on the exoR gene,  it  is likely that it is not sensed 
by ExoRm through the ExoS/ChvI TCRS to turn on the RSI Invasion Switch.  The presence of 
sucrose did increase the exoY activity.  This suggests that sucrose may have increased exoY 
activity due to another mechanism not related to the RSI Invasion Switch. 
The results of gene expression together with the succinoglycan and flagella results 
suggest that either acid or NaCl can function as the potential host signal.  For one, the two 
signals can up-regulate succinoglycan, which is the phenotype of the host-invading cells inside 
of the infection chamber.  Acid and NaCl can result in the reduction of flagella production, 
which is not needed by the host-invading form, and is a phenotype of the free-living cells.  
These two signals can turn on the RSI Invasion Switch.  On the other hand, CaCl2 may not be 
the host signal since it is associated with flagella production.  CaCl2  is probably a signal that 



















 Table 4-1 BioTek Synergy H1- Gen5 protocol for measuring gfp fluorescence 
 
 
Step #  Protocol 
1 Open the Gen5 program icon. 
 
2 Set Protocol by selecting the Protocol tab. 
3 Program the Procedure in the sequence below. 
a. Set temperature to 30° C 
b. Open/Close door. 
c. Insert the plate. 
d. Read absorbance at 600 nm and fluorescence of excitation    
            514 nm and emission 485 nm. (Top read) 
e. Run Kinetics. (Run for 6 hours and read every 10 minutes) 
f. Shake continuously “fast”  on orbital setting. 
g. Read absorbance at 600 nm. (Bottom read) 
h. Read fluorescence of excitation 514 nm and emission 485  
            nm. (Top read) 
 





Figure 4-1. Composite image of S. meliloti carrying exoR promoter::gfp fusions and exoY 
promoter::gfp fusion.                                                       
One of the four plasmids (pPexoYgfp), (pPexoRgfp), (pPexoYgfp + PlacexoR), or (pPexoRgfp + 
PlacexoR) were placed the wild type Rm1021 and exoR95 backgrounds to determine, A) the 
succinoglycan production, as determined by the brightness on calcofluor-containing medium, 
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A. exoY activity 
 
B. exoR activity 
 
Figure 4-2. The levels of exoY and exoR expression of S. meliloti grown in different 
laboratory media.  
S. meliloti cells carrying the gfp gene fused to exoY or exoR promoters on plasmids were grown 
in 4 types of laboratory medium (TYO, TY*, LB, and LB/MC). A) (pPexoYgfp) or (pPexoYgfp + 
PlacexoR) for exoY promoter activity, and B) (pPexoRgfp) or (pPexoRgfp + PlacexoR) for exoR 
promoter activities were measured using the Biotek Synergy H1 reader.  Each bar represents the 
exoY or exoR activities overtime in the presence of different media.   




Figure 4-3. The effect of ions in NaCl and CaCl2 on exoY and exoR activities in S. meliloti 
exoR95(pPlacexoR).  
S. meliloti cells containing exoR-expressing plasmids were grown in TYO medium. (A) For the 
sodium effect, 1 – 200 mM NaCl was added to the medium after 4 hours of growth in TYO, at 
the start of exponential phase for S. meliloti. (B) For the calcium effect, 1 mM and 25 mM 
CaCl2 was added to the medium after 4 hours of growth in TYO, at the start of exponential 
phase for S. meliloti. In addition, 1mM EGTA was used to counteract the effect of the added 1 
mM CaCl2. The exoY or exoR promoter activities were measured using the Biotek Synergy H1 
reader.  Each line represents exoY or exoR activities overtime in the presence of different 
concentrations of salts.  The arrow (↓) indicates when the salt was added to the medium.    
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A. exoY activity                       B. exoR activity 
     
Figure 4-4. The effect of an osmotic factor, sucrose, on exoY and exoR activity in S. meliloti 
exoR95(pPlacexoR).              
S. meliloti cells containing exoR-expressing plasmids were grown in TYO medium. Sucrose (1 
– 200 mM) was added to the medium after 4 hours of growth in TYO at the start of exponential 
phase for S. meliloti. The exoY or exoR promoter activities were measured using the Biotek 
Synergy H1 reader.  Each line represents exoY or exoR activities overtime in the presence of 
different concentrations of sucrose.  The arrow (↓) indicates when sucrose was added to the 
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A reduction of ExoRm turns on the ExoR-ExoS/ChvI (RSI) Invasion Switch 
The RSI Invasion Switch regulates the change of S. meliloti between the free-living form 
and host-invading form as previously discussed in Chapter 1 (78).  To engage in symbiosis with 
its host alfalfa, the host-invading form in the infection chamber will turn on the RSI Invasion 
Switch, thereby up-regulating succinoglycan production and down-regulating flagella synthesis.  
The levels of periplasmic ExoRm protein will determine the status of the RSI Invasion Switch.  
A reduction in ExoRm levels can turn on the switch resulting in the up-regulation of 
succinoglycan production and down-regulation of flagella synthesis.  The influence of ions and 
other signals in the environment can alter or reduce the ExoRm levels.  Finding these factors that 
impacts ExoRm expression has been difficult since the quantity of ExoRm in the periplasm is 
tightly regulated and maintained through ExoRm proteolysis and biosynthesis.  
 
ExoRm degradation turns on the RSI Invasion Switch 
The degradation of the ExoRm protein is one way to turn on RSI Invasion Switch, 
resulting in the inversely coordinated up-regulation of succinoglycan production and down-
regulation of flagella synthesis.  The ExoRm protein has the potential to be a sensor of ions and 
signals and may be degraded to regulate the activities of the ExoS-related genes, including those 
involved in the production of succinoglycan or flagella.  The mature and functional form of 
ExoR of size 26-kDa, ExoRm, exists in the periplasm and is required for wild-type cellular 
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function (38, 112).  ExoRm is stabilized, while in the ExoRm-ExoS complex. ExoRm directly 
interacts with and inhibits the activity of ExoS turning the RSI Invasion Switch off (38, 112). 
The highly conserved ExoRm is digested at a proteolytic cleavage site between the 81st and 87th 
amino acid and one of its fragments can be detected as a 20-kDa protein, ExoRc20 (38, 112).  A 
single amino acid change (ExoRL81A) in the proteolytic site of ExoRm reduces ExoRm and 
results in a loss of its regulatory functions.  
 
ExoRm is degraded by ions and an acidic pH in the environment 
In our study, we attempted to explain a potential molecular mechanism for how the 
ExoRm turns on the switch during invasion, in response to host signals.  The recent finding that 
S. meliloti’s close genetic relative, Agrobacterium tumefaciens’ ExoRm protein is destabilized 
and reduced by acidity suggests that the ExoRm senses and is degraded by outside signals in its 
environment.  Relatively little is known about the host signals in the S. melitloti-alfalfa 
symbiosis that are sensed by ExoRm and increase its degradation to switch the bacteria into its 
host-invading form.  By using S. meliloti exoR108-chvI109(pPlacexoR), which lacks ExoR auto-
regulatory function, it has made it possible to find signals that increase the degradation ExoRm.  
We have selected several potential host signals, including ions in NaCl and CaCl2, and pH, 
which inversely affect succinoglycan and flagella production as previously described in Chapter 
2 to examine the effects of these signals on proteolysis of ExoRm in the RSI Invasion Switch.  
We found that these signals increase the ExoRm degradation and results in a detectable increase 
ExoRc20 and decrease ExoRm in intensity on Western Blot.  Through these findings, we have 
proposed that the functional periplasmic ExoRm protein sensor may be involved in sensing salts 
from the host as signals.  Our new finding should provide an understanding of the role of ExoR 
protein in sensing signals. 
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5.2. METHODS AND MATERIALS 
  
5.2.1. Bacterial strains, plasmids, and growth medium 
(See detailed description in Chapter 2 (2.2.1)) 
 
5.2.2. Immunoblotting 
A. SDS page gel and electrophoresis 
 
S. meliloti cells were grown overnight in LB/MC medium with appropriate antibiotics 
for were grown overnight at 30 ºC (112).  The cells were then diluted in TYO or LB/MC 
medium to OD600 = 0.05 and grown for 6, 12, or 20 hours in TYO, TYO with the appropriate 
host signal (NaCl, CaCl2, acid, sucrose, PEG-200, and apigenin), or LB/MC at 30 ºC.  A total of 
3.0 X 108 bacterial cells were isolated and centrifuged. The remaining pellet was resuspended in 
a loading dye and boiled for 10 minutes, centrifuged at 13,000 rpms for 3 minutes, and kept on 
ice.  The electrophoresis on denaturing polyacrylamide (SDS-page) was performed according to 
the protocols in Molecular Cloning Manual (1989) (153) .  The protein ladder used to visualize 
protein movement was the Precision All Blue standards purchased from BioRad.  The total 
cellular protein was resolved in 12% Acrylamide using 30% Bis-Acrylamide at 150V for 2 
hours (112).  The sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was used to unfold the proteins and apply a 
charge proportional to their mass.  The gel was later assembled into a sandwich for transfer of 
the proteins to the PDVF membrane. 
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B. Analysis of protein using Western Blot 
 
Western blot analysis was performed mostly as described in the protocols in Molecular 
Cloning Manual (1989) (153) .  Proteins were blotted at 100 V for 1hr (or overnight at 30 V) 
until the ladder formation on the membrane was visible.  The membrane was incubated in 5% 
milk in TBST (Tris and NaCl solutions).  The membrane was probed with anti-ExoR antibody 
(1:10,000 dilutions) for 1 hour and goat-anti-rabbit IgG-alkaline phosphatase (1:4,000 dilution) 
conjugate for 30 minutes.  The color was developed with the addition of alkaline phosphatase 
developing buffer and NBT/BCIP substrate solution.  The membranes were washed in Milli-Q 




5.3.1. ExoR proteolysis is enhanced in laboratory LB/MC medium 
To determine if differences in media composition impacted ExoR protein, S. meliloti 
exoR108-chvI109(pPlacexoR) cells were grown in TYO and/or LB/MC medium for 6 hours.  
Cells were collected and lysed, and the total cellular proteins were analyzed by SDS gel 
resolved via Western Blot.  Each sample was probed using an anti-ExoR poly-clonal antibody, 
and then visualized using a goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody for ExoR protein detection. The 
major ExoR derivative bands can be detected: (1) ExoRp (28 kDa), (2) ExoRm (25kDa), and (3) 
ExoRc20 (20 kDa), respectively (112). 
The amount of total cellular protein in each lane was reflected by the nonspecific bands 
in Panel A.  Panel B shows the ExoR protein detected when exoR108-chvI109 (pPexoRexoR) 
cells was grown in TYO medium.  Dark intensity ExoRp and ExoRm bands were detected when 
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the cells were grown in TYO than when grown in high salt and high osmolarity LB/MC.  No 
ExoRc20 band was detected.  In LB/MC medium, the intensity ExoRp and ExoRm bands 
decreased while the intensity ExoRc20 band increased.  This indicated the digestion of the ExoR 
protein in the growing cells was enhanced by increasing salt concentrations. 
 
5.3.3. ExoR proteolysis after exposure to sodium  
S. meliloti exoR108-chvI109(pPlacexoR) cells were grown in TYO medium (0 mM) and 
TYO with NaCl for 6 hours.  The digestion of ExoRm may be enhanced in the presence of salt 
such as NaCl (Figure 5-3).  The exoR108-chvI109(pPlacexoR) cells grown in TYO medium, 
produced a dark intensity ExoRp band and a light intensity ExoRc20 band when grown.   
When exoR108-chvI109(pPlacexoR) cells were grown with increasing NaCl 
concentrations, the profile of the ExoR protein changed.  The intensity of ExoRp and ExoRm 
decreased, while the detected intensity of ExoRc20 band increased.  This indicated the digestion 
of ExoR in when S. meliloti is in the presence of increasing and persistent concentrations of 
NaCl.  The presence of NaCl can enhance the degradation of ExoR. 
 
5.3.4 ExoR proteolysis after exposure calcium  
The digestion of ExoRm may be enhanced in the presence of high concentrations of  
CaCl2 (Figure 5-4).  The S. meliloti exoR108-chvI109(pPexoRexoR) cells was grown in TYO 
medium and TYO medium with increasing concentration of CaCl2 for 6 hours.  The profile of 
the ExoR protein changed with increasing CaCl2 concentrations.  The detected of ExoRp 
decreased with increasing concentrations of CaCl2.  The intensity of ExoRm remained stable at 5 
mM CaCl2 when compared to its state in TYO medium, however the intensity of the band 
decreased with higher concentrations CaCl2 concentrations.  The intensity of ExoRc20 band 
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became darker with higher concentrations of CaCl2.  This suggests that low concentration of 5 
mM CaCl2 may stabilize the ExoR protein rather than digesting it.   Only higher concentrations 
of CaCl2 can digest ExoR. 
 
5.3.5. ExoR proteolysis was not detected to occur in S. meliloti cells under 
high osmolarity conditions  
S. meliloti exoR108-chvI109(pPexoRexoR) cells were grown in TYO, and TYO medium 
with increasing sucrose (osmolyte) concentration for 6 hours.  The profile of ExoR of the cells 
grown in the presence of sucrose is shown  (Figure 5-4 A).  
The exoR108-chvI109 (pPlacexoR) cells produced a dark intensity ExoRp band and low 
intensity ExoRc20 after grown in TYO medium.  The profile of the ExoR protein did not 
changed with increasing sucrose concentrations.  The detected intensity of ExoRp and the 
ExoRm remained constant with increasing sucrose concentrations.  The ExoRc20 band was not 
detected showing no proteolytic product.  This indicated that digestion of the ExoR protein did 
not occur in the presence of sucrose.  The osmotic signal polyethylene glycol (PEG-200) or 
plant growth compound (apigenin) had a similar effect (Figure 5-4 B). 
 
 
5.3.6. ExoR proteolysis detected in acidic conditions  
The digestion of ExoRm may be enhanced in the presence of an acidic pH of 6 and 5.75 
(Figure 5-5).  S. meliloti exoR108-chvI109(pPexoRexoR) cells was grown in TYO medium at pH 
7 and TYO medium at pH 5.75 and pH 6 for 6 hours.  The ExoR protein was detected in 
exoR108-chvI109(pPexoRexoR).  The exoR108-chvI109(pPlacexoR) cells produce dark intensity 
ExoRp and ExoRp bands and no ExoRc20 band in the TYO medium.  The profile of the ExoR 
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protein changed with acid.  At the acidic pH of 5.75, the intensity of ExoRp  band remained 
high, however, a darker intensity ExoRc20 band appeared and the ExoRm band decreased in 





Model of environmental signals that affect the RSI Invasion Switch. 
A model of a sensing mechanism showing the RSI Invasion Switch of S. meliloti from 
the free-living (OFF state) to the invasion (ON state) shown below (Figure 5-6).  Low amounts 
of sodium chloride in TYO medium did not result in detectable change in the succinoglycan 
production in S. meliloti. The addition of 5 mM (low) NaCl TYO medium could increase 
succinoglycan indicating the switch of S. meliloti to the on state.  The addition of 200 mM 
(high) NaCl or 2.5 mM (high) CaCl2 turns the switch to the off state and results in the down-
regulation of succinoglycan production and the up-regulation of flagella production.  In the off 
state, S. meliloti swim. 
 
ExoRm is digested at a highly conserved site. 
Through auto-regulation, S. meliloti maintains a constant level of  ExoR protein, 
allowing it to regulate the cellular activities. The ExoR protein forms three bands, ExoRp, 
ExoRm, and ExoRc20 corresponding to 28 kDa, 26 kDa, and 20 kDa, respectively, that have been 
detected by Western Blotting (112).  The versions of ExoR protein that have been identified are 
quite different. The cytoplasmic ExoRp is the precursor form with signal peptide. The functional 
periplasmic ExoRm lacks the signal peptide.  The non-functional and degraded form, ExoRc20, is 
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detected in the periplasm after digestion of ExoRm.  The discovery of the ExoRc20 protein 
through site-directed mutagenesis suggests that the ExoR protein is a target of proteolysis.  
Digestion of the ExoR protein occurs at the highly conserved 81st amino acid leucine (L) of the 
ExoR protein (112).  Homologs of the ExoR protein have been identified in the genomes of 
more than 40 different bacterial species, including A. tumefaciens and B. abortus (143, 164, 
165) .  The high level of conservation of the ExoR proteolysis site suggests a possibility that 
ExoR proteolysis is a common molecular mechanism for mediating bacterial sensing in the 
presence of their hosts, or for changes in their environment. 
 
An exoR108-chvI109(pPexoRexoR) mutant chosen to examine ExoR proteolysis in response 
to signals that maybe present in the infection chamber 
To examine the status and proteolysis of the ExoR protein in response to environmental 
signals, the plasmids (PlacexoR) carrying the exoR-expressing gene were examined in the clean 
background of exoR108-chvI109, which is an exoR108-chvI109 double mutant.  The ExoR 
protein bands were detected in the exoR108-chvI109 mutant carrying the exoR-expressing using 
polyclonal antibodies.  The exoR108-chvI109(pPexoRexoR) mutant contains a plasmid that 
expresses exoR from its native promoter.  The exoR108-chvI109(pPexoRexoR) mutant produces 




Sodium and calcium ions are at the hierarchy of controlling the RSI Invasion Switch.   
Low NaCl concentration (5 mM NaCl) was able to enhance the proteolysis of the 
ExoRm.  This suggests that ExoRm may sense NaCl and may enhance the proteolysis of the 
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ExoRm protein.  The reduced levels of ExoRm will likely turn the RSI Invasion Switch on.  The 
low concentration of the NaCl increases exoR and exoY activity and results up-regulation of 
succinoglycan and down-regulation of flagella (previously described in Chapter 4).  At high 
concentrations of NaCl (200 – 300 mM NaCl), the ExoRm protein is not completely degraded 
and may interact with ExoS leading to switch the RSI Invasion Switch into the off state.  High 
concentrations (200 mM NaCl) results in the decrease of exoR and exoY activities and results in 
down-regulation of succinoglycan and the up-regulation of flagella.  This suggests that the 
ExoRm protein may be essential and remains in the periplasm at low levels to regulate activities 
of genes controlled by the RSI Invasion Switch.  The proteolysis of the ExoR protein in 
exoR108-chvI109(pPlacexoR) was not detected in the presence of  low salt (5 mM CaCl2).  
Furthermore, this suggests that low concentrations of CaCl2 may work to stabilize the ExoRm 
protein or the interaction between ExoRm and ExoS.  High concentrations of CaCl2 enhance 
proteolysis of ExoRm.  It is unclear if ExoRm is sensing CaCl2 or a higher osmotic potential that 
may contribute to the degradation of ExoRm.  Our laboratory LB/MC medium contains salt 
concentrations of  86 mM NaCl and 2.5 mM CaCl2, which can contribute to proteolysis of the 
ExoRm protein and regulate the activities of the RSI Invasion Switch.   
 
Osmolarity and acidity do not control the RSI Invasion Switch.  
The addition of other potential signals, such as osmolytes and acid, were examined for 
the effect on proteolysis of the ExoRm protein.  The proteolysis of ExoR was not detected in the 
presence of sucrose.  S. meliloti cells may respond to these signals through an alternative 
pathway not related to RSI Invasion Switch.  The presence of sucrose may result in the increase 
of succinoglycan by increasing the up-regulating substrates involved in succinoglycan 
production or activating the increase of the expression of the exoY gene through another 
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pathway not related to RSI Invasion Switch. The addition of PEG-200, or plant host compound 
(apigenin) did not enhance the proteolysis of ExoR.  PEG-200 can be used to test the effect of 
osmotic stress on the S. meliloti cell.   
Unlike an increase in osmolartiy, increase acidity can enhance the proteolysis of ExoR 
protein and can up-regulate succinoglycan expression through the exo genes.  It is not clear if 
acid alone, or the increase transport of ions, such as sodium, in to the membrane due the 
presence of acid causes this effect.  However, since osmolarity or acidity can not regulate 
flagella biosynthesis alone, the two should not be considered as factors that can control RSI 
Invasion Switch. 
 
Proteolysis of ExoRm controls the RSI Invasion Switch 
  Altogether, the results indicate that ExoRm proteolysis occurs in response to different 
host signals, and supports our model for invasion controlling the RSI Invasion Switch.  The 
proteolysis of ExoRm is a potential molecular mechanism that S. meliloti may use to reduce 
ExoRm in the cell, turning on the RSI Invasion Switch.  By controlling the amount of ExoRm in 
the periplasm, the auto-regulated S. meliloti cells can sense and react more effectively to the 
presence of host signals during symbiosis.  This would allow S. meliloti to regulate the 
expression of succinoglycan and flagella, in addition to many other genes regulated by the RSI 
Invasion Switch, that are involved in the symbiotic response.  According to our model, the 
proteolytic cleavage of ExoRm in the periplasm through protein-protein interactions or by other 
enzymes that modify ExoR would relieve ExoRm suppression of ExoS. With low levels of 
ExoRm in the cell, the RSI Invasion Switch can be turned on, resulting in the up-regulation of 
succinoglycan.   
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Proteolysis is a common mechanism used to control other signal transduction pathways 
Bacterial auto-regulation and proteolytic cleavage are response mechanisms seen in 
other bacterial sensing systems playing an important role in sensing signals in the environment.  
Two known bacterial sensing systems regulated by DegP and Cpx exist in the periplasm of 
E.coli. The recent evidence that ExoR is subject to proteolytic cleavages suggests similarities 
between ExoR and the two systems in E. coli (112).  In E. coli, the membrane-bound chaperone 
and protease, DegS, is activated by unassembled outer membrane porins, cleaving the 
periplasmic domain of the membrane-anchored regulator, RseA (4, 174) .  This cleavage of 
RseA  is triggered initially by DegS and later by the metalloprotease, YaeL, to release σE, which 
activates on the expression of stress-related genes (4, 174) .  The periplasmic adaptor protein, 
CpxP, in E. coli, auto-regulates through the CpxA/CpxR two-component system, in which CpxP 
forms a complex with and inhibits CpxA, keeping it in the off state (56, 162, 179, 193) .  The 
changes in pH caused distress on the lipid envelope have been shown to stimulate the 
proteolytic cleavage. The periplasmic serine protease DegP is activated under disruption to the 
lipid envelope that is caused by stress signals, such as pH changes, and cleaves the CpxP (44, 
85, 139, 179) .  By removing the interaction between CpxP and CpxA, this allows for the CpxA 
sensor to activate the expressions of many genes (85, 179) . 
The recent publications show that ExoR may interact with ExoS, and that ExoRm is 
subject to proteolytic cleavage, together, with our current findings that environmental stress 
signals, including salts such as NaCl and CaCl2 can enhance the proteolysis of ExoRm, increases 
the possibility that a periplasmic protease may target ExoRm similar to that of CpxP.  Further 
investigation of ExoRm and the ExoRm proteolytic products would be necessary to determine if 
there are proteases or other proteins involved in mediating cleavage of ExoRm.  Bacterial 
protease plays important roles in bacterial sensing of signals, such as temperature, osmotic 
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stress, and pH change.  Several periplasmic proteases have been implicated in sensing of 
mechanisms in several bacterial systems.  In addition to examining the proteases, the chemical 
environment of the infection thread needs to be thoroughly investigated for presence of NaCl 
and CaCl2 as signals.  The understanding of the proteolytic cleavage of ExoRm in the RSI 
Invasion Switch and precisely what signals trigger this cleavage will help to understand 
pathogenicities of other alphaproteobacteria, including A. tumefaciens and B. abortus, in 
addition to other bacteria that regulate genes to establish infection using homologs of the RSI 
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Table 5-1. Composition of the resolving and the stacking gel of SDS-page. 
Resolving gel Stacking gel 
Percentage 12% 15% 7.5% Percentage 4% 
dH2O 3.35 mL 2.4 mL 4.85 mL dH2O 3 mL 
Tris-HCl, pH 8.8 2.5 mL 2.5 mL 2.5 mL Tris-HCl, pH 6.8 1.26 mL 
  10% SDS 0.1 mL 0.1 mL 0.1 mL 10% SDS 50µL 
30% Acryl-Bis 4 mL 4.95 mL 2.5 mL 30% Acryl-Bis 0.66 mL 
10% APS 50µL 50µL 50µL 10% APS 25 µL 
TEMED 5µL 5µL 5µL TEMED 5µL 
 
 Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) is an ionic detergent used to dissociate large proteins into 
monomers by breaking apart hydrogen and hydrophobic bonds between peptides.  Thereby, 
unfolding the three dimensional proteins and giving them a negative charge proportional to the 
length of the polypeptide chain. 
 
 Ammonium persulfate (APS) helps to polymerize polyacrylamide gel and should be prepared 
directly before use due to rapid decomposition 
 
 N,N,N’,N’-Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) stabilizes APS  and promotes 
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 The 1.5x SDS sample buffer is diluted from the 3x stock with H2O 










Component(s) Amount (Percentage) 
188 mM Tris-Cl (pH 6.8) ---- 
SDS 5% 
Glycerol 30% 
Bromophenol blue 0.01% 
β-mercaptoethanol 15% 






       
Figure 5-1. Western blot showing the proteolysis of ExoR protein in the laboratory TYO 
and LB/MC medium. 
The plasmid, (pPlacexoR), was expressed in the S. meliloti exoR108chvI109 mutant background. 
Panel A shows an unknown non-specific high-molecular weight band detected by the ExoR 
poly-clononal anti-serum, representing total protein loaded in each lane. Panel B shows three 
forms of ExoR proteins from S. meliloti cells grown in TYO and LB/MC medium.   
 







Figure 5-2. Western blot showing the proteolysis of ExoR in the presence of increasing 
sodium chloride (NaCl) concentrations. 
The plasmid, (pPlacexoR), was expressed in the S. meliloti exoR108chvI109 mutant background. 
Panel A shows an unknown non-specific high-molecular weight band detected by the ExoR 
poly-clononal anti-serum, representing total protein loaded in each lane.  Panel B shows the 
ExoR profile detected in S. meliloti cells grown with increasing concentration of NaCl.  
 





     
Figure 5-3. Western blot showing the proteolysis of ExoR in the presence of increasing 
calcium chloride (CaCl2) concentrations. 
The plasmid, (pPlacexoR), was expressed in the S. meliloti exoR108chvI109 mutant background. 
Panel A shows an unknown non-specific high-molecular weight band detected by the ExoR 
poly-clononal anti-serum, representing total protein loaded in each lane. Panel B shows the 
ExoR profile detected in S. meliloti cells grown with increasing concentration of CaCl2. 
 




          
          
 
Figure 5-4. Western blot showing the proteolysis of ExoR after exposure to osmotic stress 
signals (sucrose and PEG-200) and plant growth compounds.  
The plasmid, (pPlacexoR), was expressed in the S. meliloti exoR108chvI109 mutant background. 
Panel A shows an unknown non-specific high-molecular weight band detected by the ExoR 
poly-clononal anti-serum, representing total protein loaded in each lane. Panel B shows the 
ExoR profile detected in S. meliloti cells grown with increasing concentration with increasing 
concentration (A) sucrose and (B) apigenin and PEG-200.  
  
 










Figure 5-5. Western blot showing the proteolysis of ExoR in the presence of acid.  
The plasmid, (pPlacexoR), was expressed in the S. meliloti exoR108chvI109 mutant background. 
Panel A shows an unknown non-specific high-molecular weight band detected by the ExoR 
poly-clononal anti-serum, representing total protein loaded in each lane.  Panel B shows the 
ExoR profile detected in S. meliloti cells grown in TYO at pH 6 and pH 5.75.  
 







Figure 5-6. A schematic model for the exoR95(pHC530) sensing ions in the environment.  
The sensing mechanism showing the ExoR and ExoS/ChvI (RSI) Invasion Switch of S. meliloti 
from the free-living (OFF) to the host invasion form (ON). The on state shows 1mM NaCl 
results in succinoglycan production, and the off states shows 1 mM CaCl2  or 200 mM Nacl 
results in swimming and flagella biosynthesis. 
 
1 mM NaCl  
1 mM CaCl2  
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